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Introduction
This report outlines the findings of a feasibility study investigating the potential to introduce council
tax and/or business rate incentives to encourage households and businesses to improve their energy
efficiency and hence reduce their carbon emissions.
The study, commissioned by Department of Business Energy and Industrial Services (BEIS), had three
main objectives:
a. Build evidence around the viability and appetite for introducing council tax and/or
business rate incentives across a range of different local authorities in England.
b. Outline the requirements for implementing these incentives and formulate a proposed
structure for a potential council tax and/or business rate incentive pilot.
c. Provide BEIS with a comprehensive evidence-base focussed on determining the
practicalities of introducing council tax and/or business rate based incentives and
evidence around how to pursue such incentives as a means to stimulating the energy
efficiency market and saving carbon.
This study entails an evaluation of the potential for Council Tax and Business Rates incentives that
could be incorporated to incentivise energy efficiency improvement measures across the district as
rated by EPC to support the net-zero target for 2030 as well as gauging the feasibility and challenges
associated with their practical implementation.
This report is a research initiative and in no way reflects a proposed or imminent change to council or
governmental policy with regards to Council Tax and Business Rates.
With the carbon dioxide emissions from the residential 1 sector and from the business 2 sector
accounting for 19 per cent and 18 per cent respectively of all carbon dioxide emissions 3 in 2019,
according to the latest estimates published by BEIS, improving energy efficiency of households and
businesses is one of the most effective mechanisms to reduce energy consumption and hence reduce
emissions.

1

Emissions from residential properties, including from consumer product use. Primarily consists of fuel
combustion for heating/cooking, garden machinery, and fluorinated gases released from aerosols and metered
dose inhalers.
2
Emissions from fuel combustion and product use in industrial and commercial sectors, and F gas emissions
from refrigeration and air conditioning in all sectors. Includes industrial off-road machinery but not businessrelated transport emissions, which are included in the Transport sector.
3
According to the latest provisional estimates of 2019 UK territorial greenhouse gas emissions based on
provisional inland energy consumption statistics published in BEIS’s quarterly Energy Trends publication in
March 2020
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/875485/
2019_UK_greenhouse_gas_emissions_provisional_figures_statistical_release.pdf
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Stroud District Council is unique by having become, in December 2015, the first local authority in
Europe to become Carbon Neutral in terms of its own operations and has now set the target to
become a Carbon Neutral District by 2030. SDC already has a strong track record in the successful
delivery of sustainable energy schemes over 2 decades, most notably the award winning Warm & Well
Scheme 4 to primarily tackle fuel poverty. Looking at whether Local Government can potentially use
the current tax and rates systems to encourage households and businesses to improve their energy
efficiency, reinforces our commitment in helping our community as a whole bring down carbon
emissions and hence meet our Carbon Neutral Goal.

4

A partnership of the six Gloucestershire district Councils, South Gloucestershire Council, Gloucestershire
County Council and Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group (GCCG) with our delivery partner Severn Wye
Energy Agency.
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1. Executive Summary
This report outlines the findings of a feasibility study, commissioned by Department of Business Energy
and Industrial Services (BEIS) investigating the potential to introduce council tax and/or business rate
incentives to encourage households and businesses to improve their energy efficiency and hence
reduce their carbon emissions. This report summarises the main findings of the feasibility study,
drawing on material from interviews with local authorities in the South West as well as key
stakeholders and experts that have been partners of Stroud District Council (SDC) delivering energy
efficiency schemes in the area.
As the pandemic unfolded the pre-COVID background research were no longer a valid starting point
for extrapolating ideas upon. We thus commissioned two surveys (on attitudes and preferences of our
local residents and businesses towards energy efficiency incentives (including Council tax and business
rate incentives). This study is therefore, a very significant look at post-pandemic thinking on carbon
neutral related issues in our society.

Survey findings: Attitudes and Council Incentives
Results from the residents’ survey indicate that whilst respondents (94%) overwhelmingly recognise
improved energy efficiency as being important to a global environmental contribution, this is,
however, not enough to inspire action, with energy efficiency improvements being only a secondary
consideration in choosing home projects investments.
Future focused thinking on energy efficiency home investments appears to be not only limited at the
moment amongst the sample but even more so, there is a lack of intent and low level of planned
investment in the longer term future.
Grants and Advice remain the most likely to influence a householder into action. However, in terms
of council tax incentives, there is not a significant majority in favour of council tax increases which
means that anything more than the minimum increase that is possible without a referendum would
be hard to achieve.
The surveyed businesses also appear to have a good level of understanding about the potential of the
business sector contribution to carbon reduction but it is a concern for carbon neutral ambitions that
the intention to act is overall low as is the forecasted level of investment.
There is a key need to find ways to convert business moral understanding into effort and financial
incentives seem to be far more important to all types of businesses than other proposed mechanisms.

Research findings and Interviews
The viability and appetite for council tax and business rate incentives were also assessed from a
combination of desk based research and interviews from senior management in local authorities,
other key stakeholders and experts. In total, we carried out 25 interviews, including with colleagues
at SDC.
For a District Council like Stroud there is a limited income from either tax source and a number of
stakeholders in the pooling of the revenue that would need to agree to any changes. The limited
income and complex stakeholder and statutory arrangements raises questions as to whether the
Page 7 of 140
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investment of effort and resources required to establish them balances with the potential size of any
funding pot for energy efficiency support that could be generated for the District from the incentives.
From a local authority perspective of those involved in our study there is a willingness to explore the
potential of both revenue streams for energy efficiency gains and to collaborate to find workable
solutions. However, regarding business rates, appetite for incentives is generally little more cautious
due to the complexities of the system and the likelihood of imminent, yet unknown change to it as a
result of the recently announced call for evidence for a “fundamental review of business rates” by the
Government.
It is important that business rate review explores the issue raised in this research that it may, in fact
be causing disincentives for businesses, particularly those considering solar generation.
There are some existing precedents for exemptions, premiums and legislated precepts such as the
‘Adult Social Care Precept’ and hence similar such legislation could potentially be put in place for
energy efficiency/carbon reduction purposes.
Loss of council tax revenues was raised as a major concern to councils and there exists a general feeling
that greater governmental support would be needed particularly since there would be costs to
introduce and monitor any schemes.
It was also widely recognised amongst the interviewees that the periphery costs of administration,
monitoring, engagement, reporting etc. would need to be factored into revenue loss models and that
external expert bodies maybe required and, therefore funded, to support scheme roll outs.
Wider areas of legislation may also be need required such as trading and skills standards to ensure
installers and Energy Performance Assessors did not abuse systems or take advantage of
householders. The situation of tenant tenure also needs working through, particularly in the realm of
the Private Rental Sector where landlords would need to approve building works but tenants pay the
tax.
Businesses and, of course, business energy advisers saw “a lot of potential” in business rate incentives,
citing the Energy Performance Certification (EPC) score as a possible bench marker in deciding
discounts.
A potential solution to lost revenues was suggested in terms of penalties on business without an EPC
which might motivate non-compliant business landlords and make them more visible in the system.
But monitoring via EPC, as noted by business energy advisers, is associated with a number of issues
the most significant being the exclusion of process energy. Experts working in the field of financial and
business rate advice, reported a need for more knowledge on the issues amongst business leaders
and a need for embedding of the low carbon agenda.

Accounting for Incentives
In spite of learnings that can inform system changes and good incentive designs fiscally neutral
schemes may still prove challenging to achieve. The construct of Social Return on Investment offers a
promising methodology for more precise understanding of the full range of financial benefits, such as
the avoided costs to the public sector in terms of health for example, that can be achieved by energy
efficiency projects strengthening any case for their viability.
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Conclusion
The research has uncovered lots of potential and ideas for how incentive schemes could be designed
and implemented. Unfortunately, due to COVID impacts and the context of Business Rate system
review it is unlikely that pilot schemes would be feasible in Stroud District in the short term. Yet, this
may give the opportunity for attending to some of the specific issues identified in this report as a
means of defining concepts further to shape potential pilots. Of particular interest for exploration
with a wider range of stakeholders, particularly precepting authorities:


In conjunction with Target 2030 as support SME, the use of business rate premiums to
encourage EPC roll out and the technical review of District wide EPC data and use of
revenues retained by SDC to identify the types of energy efficiency improvements that
should be the focus of any incentive schemes.



In conjunction with Warm and Well as a support service to the ‘at risk’ and greater
enforcement of Private Rental Sector, Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards, the application
of a legislated council tax precept for energy efficiency that funds ‘one off payment’ rewards
(that could be seen as match funds to measures) to householders implementing measures to
a specified improvement standard (e.g. min carbon saving or EPC improvement) as a means
of encouraging those with the capacity to invest in home energy and also aiming to boost
the quality of rental properties.



For both these areas further work building on the increased knowledge of SROI as a tool for
the energy efficiency incentive business case would be valuable.

At a more national level it is recommended that the VOA be consulted on how energy efficiency
criteria might integrate or work alongside rateable values and tax banding.
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2.

Our Approach

In order to define the areas of study that will underpin this research, a number of roundtables with
internal experts for tax, benefits, housing and energy were held.
The key research questions identified as a result of the roundtables included:
-

What is the appetite amongst residents and businesses for tax incentives for energy
efficient measures?
What is the financial feasibility of any proposed tax incentives, more specifically how will
SDC raise the money required to fund such incentives?
What is the practical feasibility of implementing such incentives, in terms of the
operational platform required to implement and monitor the incentives and any changes
to the current legal framework that such incentives might entail?

To address those research questions, we originally set out to undertake five areas of study to:
1. Provide the socio-economic context against which we can propose recommendations for new
tax incentives. This will enable SDC to gauge the environmental engagement of District
residents and the appetite for energy efficient measures.
2. Conduct an analysis of SDC’s council tax break down and current underlying legal framework
and risks to evaluate the impacts of any proposed tax incentives on council finances and any
associated risks. This area of study will also provide an insight into the
practicalities/requirements of proposed fiscal models in terms of operations and any legal
changes that would be required for the new models.
3. Summarise approach and key findings from previous schemes that the Council has used in the
area to encourage energy efficiency improvements to inform our recommendations for future
incentive schemes.
4. Finally propose the use of Social Return on Investment (SROI) Principles to recognise value
created beyond what can be easily captured by financial measurement of the proposed tax
incentives. The SROI, in use mainly in the Third Sector, seeks to offer a framework for
measuring and accounting for a much broader concept value by incorporating the social,
economic and environmental impact of decisions. This is especially timely when organisations
are seeking to make decisions that require upfront investment.

2.1 Report Overview
This report summarises the main findings of the feasibility study, drawing on material from
interviews and two surveys that we have commissioned on looking at attitudes of residents and
businesses towards energy efficiency measures and council tax/business rate incentives. Coming at a
moment when the consensus could not be any stronger amongst senior politicians and business
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leaders for the need to support “a green and resilient recovery”5 in the wake of the coronavirus crisis
and more significantly with the recent announcement of the £2 billion Green Homes Grant by the
Chancellor6, the results can potentially help provide the context to inform our choices of incentives
to stimulate growth in energy efficiency market.
Section 2 of the report first sets out our approach to the study. It also highlights the challenges that
we have encountered in carrying out some aspects of the study, particularly around holding external
consultations due to the pandemic, and the adaptations made to compensate.
Section 3 then provides background socio-economic information on the Stroud area, our local
business landscape and the Stroud District Council profile, along with a summary of previous energy
efficiency schemes that SDC has successfully delivered.
This is followed by a review of the council tax and business rates systems in Section 4, particularly
looking at the underlying legal framework that underpins the current systems and an overview of
Stroud District Council’s, council tax and business rates revenues.
The findings of the surveys on attitudes of residents and businesses respectively towards energy
efficiency measures and council tax/business rate incentives are presented in Section 5.
In section 6, we discuss the findings of the interviews we have carried out with experts on the
feasibility of using such incentives to scale up the adoption of energy efficiency improvements by
local residents and businesses.
Section 7 is in answer to the challenging need for ‘fiscally neutral schemes’ which could necessitate a
different approach to traditional business case arguments. Envoy Partnership, a social value and
impact management consultancy, have undertaken an SROI feasibility study. This looked at whether
the Social Return on Investment (SROI) framework can be used as a tool for evaluating investments
in energy efficiency projects and potentially more widely for carbon savings projects. The Social
Return on Investment (SROI) is a framework for measuring and accounting for a much broader
concept of value created by a project by ‘incorporating social, environmental and economic costs
and benefits’.
The report concludes with a set of recommendations derived from the research that consider pilot
potentials and the conditions that would be needed for their implementation

2.2 Challenges
This research requirement joins together tax and carbon management which are separately both
contentious, complex and multi-faceted requiring a broad range of expertise covering a spectrum of
specialities in legal, technical and socio-economic arenas.
Much financial, legal and socio-economic knowledge and expertise is available within SDC and its
partner authorities. Also, at SDC there is a newly formed, highly specialist team focused on the council
commitment to a Carbon Neutral 2030. The research has therefore benefitted from localised,

5

Alok Sharma in a statement released by the German Government ahead of the 11 th Petersberg Climate
Dialogue
6
Announced by Chancellor Rishi Sunak in “A Plan for Jobs 2020 Speech” on the 8 th July 2020
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specialist knowledge of the sustainable energy sector and a well-established network of external
stakeholders for inputs to this work.
A key challenge has been how to engage on such in depth topics under COVID-19 constraints. These
conditions have had major impact on access to both internal and external stakeholders as colleagues
in our own and partner councils, particularly those involved with revenue and benefits who were a
key target group, were increasingly submerged in dealing with the crisis.
At the onset of the project, pre-COVID 19, preliminary findings from a survey conducted as part of SDC
annual budget consultation process indicated that when respondents were asked whether they would
be prepared to pay more Council Tax to support incentives to help homeowners to install energy
efficiency measures, only 16% said that they would and 72% said that they would not. Plans to follow
up with workshops/focus groups/consultations with residents and business groups in April/May to
find out more on their views on the feasibility for Council Tax and Business Rates Incentives were not
possible.
As the pandemic unfolded and it became clear that its impacts were to be significant and long lasting
and that attitudes and perceptions on many things were changing, it was realised that the pre-COVID
survey findings were no longer a valid starting point for extrapolating ideas upon. As a result, two
surveys were commissioned (one for Residents, another one for Businesses, more specifically targeted
on attitudes and preferences of our local residents and businesses towards energy efficiency
incentives (including Council tax and business rate incentives).
Drafting the survey questionnaire, we not only involved our policy and internal housing and energy
team, but also experts from our domestic and business energy efficiency programmes delivery
partner, Severn Wye Energy Agency. This helps to ensure that our questionnaire was designed in such
a way to capture the relevant information that we needed for the purpose of this project. This aspect
of the research is very significant look at post-pandemic thinking on carbon neutral related issues in
our society.
The project timeline was severely impacted as internal and external stakeholders were very difficult
to contact and as a result much of the project resources have been condensed into the closing phase
of the schedule in order to maximise on the slightly more settled ‘new normal’ as people began to
take up business as usual, albeit largely working from home. This also posed a challenge since the
online phone numbers of those needed for research purposes were not always the ones they were
utilising at home, this was dealt with by persistence and networking.
Notwithstanding the challenges and delay that we encountered as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic
we have however successfully managed to engage with top-level managers in the finance, revenue &
benefits and domestic energy efficiency teams from our neighbouring local authorities including
Gloucestershire County Council, Gloucester City Council, Bristol City Council, Cheltenham Borough
Council, Tewkesbury Borough Council, Cotswold District Council, Forest of Dean District Council, West
Oxfordshire Council and South Gloucestershire Council conducting semi-structured interviews online
to capture their views on the potential and challenges (financial, practical and legal) on using the
current council tax and business rates systems to incentivise households and businesses to improve
their energy efficiency.
We have also tapped into the expertise of senior project managers and business energy advisers from
Severn Wye Energy Agency, our delivery partner for our energy efficiency schemes and managed to
interview a few businesses and private business rate advisers as well as engage with the NHS
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Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group to capture different perspectives so as to build a strong
evidence base.
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3. Background
This section provides background socio-economic information on the Stroud area, our local business
landscape and the Stroud District Council profile, along with a summary of the approach and key
findings from previous energy efficiency schemes that SDC has successfully delivered.

3.1 Profile of Stroud District
Stroud District is a largely rural area covering 461 kilometres square (175 square miles) in the south
of Gloucestershire which is part of the South West region of England. The District is home to a
population of approximately 119,019 residents7. Three quarters of the district’s residents live in or
around the 6 market towns.

3.1.1 Stroud District Demographics
Mid-2018 Estimates from the ONS put the population of Stroud District at 119,019 residents.
The demographic breakdown shown below indicates that more than half of our residents in Stroud
fall in the working age. Compared to
national figures Stroud district’s
population has a higher proportion of
those aged 65+.
The ONS sub national population
projections 2016 also shows a very
significant shift towards a higher
proportion of those aged 65+ by 2041
leading to potential changes in terms
of the needs of that population and
changing expectations from the
council.
Figure
1.
Demographics

Stroud
District
- Source: Mid-2018

Population Estimates, Office for National
Statistics

7

Mid-2018 Estimates from the ONS
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Residents

2016

change by 2041

0-19

26,340 (22.3%)

28,600 (9.2%)

Working age

65,756 (55.5%)

67,100 (2.6%)

65+

26,214 (22.2%)

40,400 (56.6%)

Source: ONS sub national population projections 2016

Table 1: Age breakdown of Stroud District Population

3.1.2 Unemployment
The number of people claiming unemployment related benefits is known as the claimant count.
Although this measure only counts those residents who are out of work and qualify for benefits and
can hence underestimate the true extent of unemployment, it can give a good indication of what is
going on at a local level. In September 2019 the claimant rate in Stroud stood at 1.4% of the working
age population, below the county and national average of 1.9% and 2.8%8 respectively.

3.1.3 Housing Tenure and Affordability
The average house price (all types) in Stroud is £308,310 compared to the England national average
of £298,441(Source: Valuation Office Agency 2018) whilst the average household income is £42,481,
(Source: ONS 2015/16). This would mean that using the FCA affordability based lending criteria, a
mortgage of £308K, with a 5% deposit of £15K, would leave £293K to be mortgaged. This would involve
a monthly repayment of around £1,300, or around half of the average monthly salary, meaning that
the average house price is becoming out of reach to the average income household.
As shown below, 73.8% of households are owner-occupiers in Stroud, with 12.8 % of households being
social renters and 11.1% being private renters.

Ownership
Shared owner
73.8% (35,273)
0.6% (285)
Table 2: Housing Tenure

Social renting
12.8% (6,097)

Private renting
11.1% (5,288)

Other renting
2.4% (1,136)

3.1.4 Fuel Poverty
Taken simply, fuel poverty refers to the lack of the ability to heat your home to an adequate level of
warmth and comfort without developing a debt. But this has now been independently reviewed for
a new proposed Low Income High Cost indicator.
A Low Income High Cost indicator means that a household is in fuel poverty when they: 

8

Require fuel costs that are above average; and

Claimant Count, ONS
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Their income is below the average poverty line (once housing and fuel costs have been taken
into account)9.

There are three main factors that contribute to fuel poverty: the energy efficiency of the property,
the cost of the energy, and household income10.
The latest figures that we have for fuel poverty levels in Stroud are estimated to be around 4,715
households (Department for Energy & Climate Change 2016).
Data from the Local Government Association indicates that the percentage of households in fuel
poverty in Stroud has fallen from 2013-2018; with the percentage of households in fuel poverty in
Stroud being consistently lower than the average for all the Local Authority Districts in the South
West during that period.11
The long-term solution to achieving affordable warmth is to increase dramatically the energy
efficiency of homes and to specifically target fuel-poor households with assistance. Hence, any
proposed tax incentives have to take into account fuel poverty.

3.1.5 Eco and Community Culture
Stroud District, in particular Stroud town, has a reputation for nurturing ecological perspectives.
Being the birth place of Extinction Rebellion and the Ecocide movement the District has a wellestablished culture of activism and interest in environmental issues.
The council has a formal structure for cross-party collaboration on the climate and ecological
emergencies and includes Environment and Climate as a key work stream in the delivery of COVID
Recovery Strategy.
A partnership with Transition Stroud coordinates a growing forum of 18 community led Climate
Action Groups across the district that support communities to develop and deliver activity at local
levels and enables the council to keep in touch with their plans and ideas and support where
possible. In addition to this there is a very proactive voluntary and community sector through which
numerous climate, ecological and community focused projects are successfully delivered.

9

ACTION FOR AFFORDABLE WARMTH: A Strategy for Gloucestershire and South Gloucestershire (2013-2018)
Stroud District Council, Housing Strategy 2019-2024
11
https://lginform.local.gov.uk/reports/lgastandard?mod-metric=2131&mod-area=E07000082&modgroup=AllDistrictInRegion_SouthWest&mod-type=namedComparisonGroup
10
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3.1.6 Stroud Business Base12
In 2017 there were 5,985 active enterprises in Stroud and this equates to 84.5 enterprises per 1,000
working age population, which was higher than the county, regional and national average and all
districts except Cotswold. Micro and small enterprises employing 0-9 employees account for a large
proportion of total enterprises (89.4%) in Stroud.
The largest business sectors within the district are, in descending order: Professional, Scientific &
Technical services (17.4%), Construction (11.0%), Retail (7.8%) whilst the largest employers are in
Manufacturing (18.9%), Health (9.4%) and Retail (8.5%).
By way of example, some of the companies operating in the district include:
o
o
o
o
o

Renishaw PLC
Delphi Diesel Systems Ltd
CM Downton Ltd
Ecotricity
Dairy Partners
o Magnox Electric PLC
o Gloucester Services (M5)

3.2 Stroud District Council
3.2.1 The Council
The Council itself is a district council within the county of Gloucestershire. It provides services such as,
environmental health, planning, social housing, leisure services and community safety. Household
waste collection and recycling services are the responsibility of the Council in partnership with Ubico.
We do not provide social services, education, transport provision or highways as these are County
Council functions.
We have 51 councillors covering 28 wards across the District and these are elected every 4-year
period. SDC operates a Committee System, which governs the business of the Council. Stroud District
Council is led by a cooperative alliance of the Labour, Green and Liberal Democrat parties. With
regards to council and business rate taxes SDC is a ‘collecting’ authority with receipts pooled at county
level.

3.2.2 Climate Change & Energy Efficiency
Stroud District Council is unique by having become, in December 2015, the first local authority in
Europe to become Carbon Neutral in terms of its own operations and has now set the target to
become a Carbon Neutral District by 2030. However, Climate change has been part of the SDC’s policy
agenda as early as in the mid-1990s, with our first Environmental policy dating back to 1996, as shown
below13:

12
13

Stroud Economic Needs Analysis produced by Data & Analysis Team (Gloucestershire County Council)
From a presentation by SDC Councillor Simon Pickering, August 2020
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SDC already has a strong track record in the successful delivery of sustainable energy schemes over 2
decades, most notably working as the lead authority in the Warm & Well Scheme in partnership with
six Gloucestershire district Councils, South Gloucestershire Council, Gloucestershire County Council
and Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group (GCCG) with our delivery partner Severn Wye
Energy Agency. Since the scheme began in 2001, it has offered energy efficiency advice and has
supported in the installation of over 60,000 measures14. These have included loft insulation, cavity
wall insulation, boilers, heating systems, solar photovoltaics and solid wall insulation. SDC has also
been involved in a number of other schemes such as SDC Target 2050 programme; South West REIP
Target 2050 and the Pay As You Save (PAYS) Loans Scheme. For more information about SDC Energy
Efficiency Project Overview, refer to Appendix A.

3.3 Previous Projects - Lessons Learned
Appendix A details a biography of projects delivered in partnership that have provided extensive
experiences over 20 years of:
-

engaging business and domestic sectors into delivering energy efficiency schemes in
their properties;
attracting and making best use of available funding pots to deliver improved efficiency;
monitoring outcomes of grants and advice supplied across the programmes delivered.

Stroud District Council have a long established partnership with Gloucestershire based charity
Severn Wye Energy Agency (S. Wye) who specialises in alleviation of fuel poverty and the increase of
sustainable energy systems for more sustainable development. Our partnership programmes have
focused on domestic, business (small medium sized enterprises- SME) and community action for
energy efficiency.
Two programmes are particularly relevant to this research and will be referred to throughout the
report:
1) Warm and Well – impartial advice and grants administration service targeted at those most at risk
from fuel poverty. Operating for nearly 20 years this programme has improved thousands of homes
across the county and realised significant carbon savings. Warm and Well is an award winning
scheme which draws attention as a result of the partnership working on funding, particularly with
the health sector.
2) Target 2030 – established as Target 2020 this programme offers energy surveys to business,
willing to provide match funding to a 35% grants for installation of measures. Significantly this
14

http://www.warmandwell.co.uk/about-us.html
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programme was founded on the basis of the economic growth focused fund, European Regional
Development Funding as a result of measurable outcomes related to support to SME’s and
deliverables associated with local economic resilience.

3.3.1 Methodology
Desk based review of the projects, their reports and data and interviews with project managers and
recipients of funds of have informed this part of the report. One of the authors of the report, now
working for SDC, had been in oversight of the programmes at S. Wye for over a decade and has also
provided commentary.

3.3.2 Engaging Business and Domestic Sectors
Over the 20-year period of live action on energy efficiency the availability of grants and funding has
been a major influence on the rates of uptake of advice services and schemes.
The earliest activity was in the domestic sector where the availability of national grants for home
efficiency and the promotion of these through bodies supported by national government such as
Energy Saving Trust gave both visibility and credibility to the funds and enabled access to home
improvements for thousands of householders.
Insulation schemes in particular were exceptionally popular with the domestic sector with cavity wall
insulation, draught proofing and water tank jackets being provided for free to households with
members in receipt of benefits or classified as vulnerable due to health reasons or age.
In Gloucestershire the creation and availability of a county wide service ‘Warm and Well’ supported
by a consortium of the local authorities provided a visible, single and trusted point of access for
householders. The significant focus on insulation and conventional heating systems was an offering
less complex than the multiple options available today and the benefits were as easy to understand
as the fact that putting a coat on your house helps keep you warmer!
The later expansion of the local authority partnership to include strategic stakeholders from the
Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group provided multiple benefits such as Health Funding and
a network of trusted professionals in the Health Sector to help generate referrals into the scheme. In
more recent times a broadening of referral networks has also helped generate enquiries through the
‘Social Prescribing’15 approach.

15

https://www.england.nhs.uk/personalisedcare/social-prescribing/
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As well as all the success in those years
of helping many to be healthier and
wealthier at home there were some
early lessons learned. On a national
scale there was media coverage of
poorly run schemes resulting in housing
in a damper, poorer condition due to
badly judged installations of insulation
etc.
In Gloucestershire our own customer
care management focused on ensuring
careful tendering of installers and, later,
the establishing of a local database of
installers known to have the right
accreditations and commitments to
ongoing professional development,
something we now see emerging at a
national level in support of Green
Homes Grants and through commercial
online systems (although not energy
specific) such as ‘Check-a Trade’16
It is to be noted however, that the
‘capital funding’ that is passed on as
incentives to private building owners or
accessed by installers to subsidise the
cost to private owners is not sufficient
since a significant proportion of the
work in administering those incentives is
actually around marketing and being able to provide quality advice and technical support to ensure
take up remains high. The success of the Gloucestershire projects has been a result of additional
local authority and health funding that has been available as revenue to resource and promote the
services.
In the business sector there was a gap in provision with Carbon Trust
established as the nationally supported body for advice and support but only offering a full service to
businesses with higher turnovers. In Stroud District, as with many, that left a sizeable hole due to the
large proportion of SME, which nationally represent around 95% of all businesses
Locally this inspired the development of Target 2020 programme which utilised European funding
and aimed to take business through a step change to invest to save by offering grants that required
private match from the business as a prerequisite to the funding.
The approach to engaging business had many similarities to the services aimed at householders. In
targeting vulnerable householders and SME a common factor was that, in general, these groups

16

www.checkatrade.com
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were often tenants. This is another reason why engagement messages focused on health (and in
business the relationship to productivity) and lower running cost were always much more influential
than messaging around environmental or longer term financial gains relating to property markets.
As the national picture in both business and domestic sustainable energy started to move on from
grant funding to a more complicated picture of funding sources and revenue incentives such as Feed
in Tariffs services had to adapt to provide more bespoke advice and larger quantities of information
for the public to enable them to make the choices that suited them and their home/business.
The tenancy issue also raises another consideration for scheme providers and that is the extent to
which they may need to facilitate or ‘educate’ periphery stakeholders such as landlords in order to
enable the uptake of energy efficiency improvements. In housing, social landlords are generally
more aware of the need and benefits to supporting tenants in accessing funding for energy
improvements but their current exemption from Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards (MEES)
means that this is not always the case for every home in their stock. The private rental sector is more
problematic with these landlords being less ‘visible’ and MEES difficult to enforce.
In Gloucestershire landlord engagement has been achieved directly through tenants but also
through provision of information, advice and networking including the invitation to representatives
from the Private Landlords Association to be part of project steering groups and advisory panels.
Generally speaking, across both business and domestic sectors engagement success has been reliant
upon programmes with credible expertise and good reputation. In both sectors ‘word of mouth’ and
people recognising people like themselves/ houses or businesses like theirs as beneficiaries is
extremely powerful and hence local funding for marketing is so key.

3.3.3 Funding
One of the reasons such a variety of programmes have been possible in Gloucestershire is a result of
combining funding from multiple sources.
This has been particularly important in Warm and Well where a combination of funds such as Energy
Commitment Obligation, Warm Homes Funds, Health and localised schemes across SW and Wales
have been used to offer residents the best solutions for their energy problems.
Some programmes have tried to attract private investment from householder by offering loans.
PAYS (see appendix A) offered interest free loans between 2009 and 2011. These were popular,
nationally a 61% take up rate was achieved and repayments are made to central government. In
Stroud District 98% of the loans on offer were taken up, illustrating the effectiveness of partnership
working and a community ready to act.
Later attempts to establish self-sufficient pots by adding a 4% interest rate only attracted one single
take-up of loan. As we consider the able to pay sector in our retrofit challenges of 2020 this is
sobering evidence of the level of support needed to increase the willingness of the private
householder to invest.
As previously mentioned, both business and domestic programmes have local authority funding with
Warm and Well and Target 2030 particularly benefitting from Gloucestershire authorities ‘buying –
in’ to see the service delivered in their areas. Better Care Funding via the NHS has also supported
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Warm and Well in recognition of how it delivers on performance indicators related to reduced
hospital stays through better housing provision (see Case Study 1 above).
Another important source of public funding has been from European sources with energy efficiency
projects delivered under Intelligent Energy Europe, Interreg, European Regional Development Funds
(indeed Target 2020 received its seed funding through this route) and Horizon 2020 enabling both
domestic and business services to benefit from innovations and strategic working that would not
have been possible without this investment which includes the provision of revenue funds. It is not
yet clear what will fill this gap for innovation, engagement and knowledge sharing post Brexit.

3.3.4 Monitoring
Wherever funding comes from, it remains that one of the most significant factors in successfully
securing it is in having good evidence of both need and impact. Gloucestershire is well placed in this
as a result of such a long track record in delivery but even so challenges still exist because of the
issue with monitoring of outcomes in ‘private’ scenarios such as the home or business.
Since the collection of energy data and health data for monitoring purposes is both invasive to
householders and business owners and time consuming for programme administrators questions as
to how monitoring can be accomplished and what impact this has on designing incentives need to be
answered. For example, a great deal can be achieved in energy efficiency (especially in businesses
with high process energy demands) that does not alter building fabric or otherwise impact on Energy
Performance Certification17 or Standard Assessment Procedure18 grading which are often cited as
solutions to the monitoring needs of incentives.
As well as considering how energy efficiency programmes can monitor actual reductions in carbon
or, improvements in health and housing there is again, a need to consider where the revenue to
fund this reporting activity will come from when designing incentive programmes.

3.4 Key Findings - Context
It is to be noted when considering how and where this research can be applied that:




Stroud District stands as a proportionally affluent society when considering employment,
fuel poverty and home ownership statistics.
The District is predominately home to businesses classed as Small Medium Sized Enterprises
rather than large companies.
The Council has a longer than average track record on delivering energy efficiency schemes
to the public which, alongside the culture of ecological activism may make the District
population more amenable to considering changes like the subject of this research than
other areas.

17

https://www.epcregister.com/

18

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/standard-assessment-procedure
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Historically the availability of grants has been the biggest incentive for generating efforts on
private buildings for improved energy efficiency and whilst interest free loans were
extremely popular the offers of loans at very low interest has had very limited appeal.
Localised schemes are valuable for supporting ‘trust’ but national campaigns directed at
householders were an important part of generating a message to act as well.
Engagement needs to consider the most effective messaging for the target groups and
consider health, wealth, comfort and direct implications for building users in most cases.
Above all funding for energy efficiency needs to consider the practical fact that capital
money requires revenue match in order to make it effective.
Multiple pathways to engagement such as wide reaching referral networks are a good way
to increase uptake of measures.
Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards could be more effectively utilised with both social and
private rental sector landlords (including those renting business premises).
Public sector funding combinations can benefit from links to health where improved housing
can reduce hospital stays.
Brexit could have serious implications in the funding landscape that has traditionally been
supporting the innovation, revenue and specialist engagement activities of programmes that
incentivise action on energy efficiency.
Funding can be attracted to energy efficiency as a result of social benefits such as the KPI’s in
the Better Care Fund that can relate to health and housing.
Monitoring of outcomes and the resourcing needed to do this is a key consideration when
considering how to design incentive programmes.
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4.

Council Tax and Business Rates

4.1 Methodology
In this section, we will review the council tax and business rates systems, particularly looking at the
underlying legal framework that underpins the current systems and providing an overview of Stroud
District Council’s Council Tax and business rates revenues.
The information below was put together mainly from desk research, but significant inputs were also
collected during interviews with senior management in finance and revenue and benefits.

4.2 Council Tax
Introduced in England, Scotland and Wales by the Local Government Finance Act 1992, the Council
tax is a property tax levied on domestic properties or “dwellings”, whether owned or rented, according
to their ‘bands’.
Domestic properties are valued, for council tax, by placing them in one of a number of council tax
bands. Local authorities have no role in banding decisions. In England and Wales, the local listing
officer is responsible for banding properties, on behalf of the Valuation Office Agency (VOA). In
Scotland the local Assessor carries out the task. Queries about, and challenges to, a property’s
valuation band should be addressed to the VOA or the Assessors.
A banding decision is based solely on the property’s estimated sale value. There is no direct link to the
number of rooms in a property. Nor is there any link between council tax and the amount for which
the property is mortgaged.
The 1992 Act requires each local authority to set its council tax requirement for each financial year to
fill the gap between its total budget requirement for the year and the amount it will obtain from other
sources such as grants, business rates revenue, and other income.
Each local authority divides its council tax requirement by the ‘council tax base’. This is the number of
properties in its area that are liable for council tax, expressed in terms of Band D properties (thus the
council tax base may not be a whole number). This gives a figure for the liability of a Band D property.
Properties in the other bands will then be liable for a proportion of that sum.
For each individual property, the billing authority must then apply any valid exemptions and discounts
to individual bills, many of which are mandatory and governed by national regulations.
The Local Government Finance Act 1992 Section 13(A)(1)(c), however, permits the authority to reduce
a person’s council tax as it thinks fit, including a reduction to nil. This power may be exercised in
relation to particular cases or by determining a class of case in which liability is to be reduced.
The local authority can spend all the funding raised through council tax as it sees fit. It is not possible
to say that council tax pays for particular local services: it is pooled with revenue from business
rates, Government grants and other sources of income.
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As at the 1st April 2020, Stroud District Council (SDC) had 54,116 dwellings on its valuation list. The
number of chargeable dwellings where there is liability to pay 100% council tax is 35,391. The rest of
the dwellings are subject to exemption19 or discount (disabled relief, second homes, empty homes,
single adult household, Family Annex discount) or subject to a premium (e.g. Empty homes
premium20).
The total revenue collected by SDC via Council Tax for the year 2019-20 is around £81m.
The in-year collection rate for SDC for the financial year 2019-2020 is around 98.73%. This is the
amount of council tax due for the financial year that was received by 31 March of the year in question
shown as a percentage of the net collectable debit in respect of that year's council tax. In other words,
it is how much the local authority collected by 31 March of the council tax as a percentage of the
amount they would have collected if everyone liable had paid what they were supposed to. It includes
prepayments made in previous years in respect of this year but it does not include prepayments made
this year in respect of next year nor does it include the payment of any arrears.
Being a district as opposed to a unitary council, Stroud District Council also collects council tax
revenues on behalf of its ‘precepting authorities’21.
Precepting authorities levy a charge on local tax payers through council tax or business rates in the
same way as the local authority for provision of services across the region. These precepts are
collected by the billing authority on behalf of the preceptor through council tax or business rate.
In SDC's case, the precepting authorities comprise of the following: Gloucestershire County Council
(GCC); Police and Crime Commissioner; The Parish and town Councils. Out of the total Council Tax
Revenue collected, SDC keeps only 11.73% of the total revenues, with 70.74% and 12.85% being
distributed to GCC and the Police and Crime Commissioner respectively.
Each billing authority and precepting authority must determine whether its relevant basic amount of
council tax for a financial year is excessive. In essence, the relevant basic amount of council tax for an
authority is that authority’s average band D council tax, excluding local precepts. If an authority’s
relevant basic amount of council tax is excessive, a referendum must be held in relation to that
amount22.
The principles and categories for the relevant basic amount of council tax of any authority for the
financial year beginning on 1st April 2020 are set out under section52ZC (1) of the Local Government
19

There are 21 types (class) of “mandatory” exemption from council tax. These include dwellings left empty by
deceased persons and dwellings which are occupied only by students, foreign spouses of students, or school and
college leavers.
20
From 1 April 2013, billing authorities have been able to charge a premium on a class of property that has been
unoccupied and unfurnished for 2 years or more. The premium can be up to 100% of the Council Tax on the
property. As at 1st April 2020, SDC had 244 dwellings subject to this premium on its valuation list.
21
The following classes of authority are defined as ‘major precepting authorities’ in Section 39 of Local
Government Finance Act 1992: County councils; Fire authorities (where these are separate bodies rather than
council departments); Police and Crime Commissioners; The Greater London Authority (in London); Combined
authorities (from 2018-19)
Section 39 of 1992 Act also define the following as ‘local precepting authorities’: Parish and town councils; Parish
meetings; Charter Trustees.
22
The rules are set out in the Local Authorities (Conduct of Referendums) (Council Tax Increases) (England)
Regulations 2012 (as amended)
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Finance Act 1992 by the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities & Local Government in “The
Referendums Relating to Council Tax Increases (Principles) (England) Report 2020/2021”, Ministry of
Housing, Communities & Local Government.
For Stroud District Council, which is classed as authorities belonging to the Category: any shire district
council23, the relevant basic amount of council tax is excessive if the authority’s relevant basic amount
of council tax for 2020-21 is—
(a) 2%, or more than 2%, greater than its relevant basic amount of council tax for 2019-20; and
(b) more than £5 greater than its relevant basic amount of council tax for 2019-20.
Any council tax increase above the principles set out above would therefore require Stroud District
Council to hold a referendum.
Similarly, should any of the other precepting authorities on whose behalf Stroud District Council
collects council tax revenues set an excessive relevant basic amount of council tax24, it must notify SDC
which will then hold a referendum. SDC will be able to recover from precepting authorities the costs
of referendums held on the latter’s behalf.

4.2.2 Key Findings – Council Tax Research
When considering what revenue could be generated by SDC through Council tax it must be noted:






Around 1.2% of expected income was not collected this year.
Of the money collected by SDC, once precepting authorities are paid around 11% remains
for the council to spend as it sees fit.
Only very minimal increases are possible without referendum.
Any changes to systems would impact on precepting authorities as key stakeholders and
would therefore need to be negotiated with them.
Empty Homes premium is active in the District and provides a precedent for applying
premium charges for less energy efficient properties but this is legislated for at national
level. There is no conclusive evidence that a premium such as Empty Homes is effective in
achieving the social change it seeks to instil and many authorities nationally have opted out.

23

Page 8 of “The Referendums Relating to Council Tax Increases (Principles) (England) Report 2020/2021”,
Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government.
24
More details on what is an excessive amount of council tax for various categories of authorities can be found
on pages 7-8 of “The Referendums Relating to Council Tax Increases (Principles) (England) Report 2020/2021”,
Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government.
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4.3 Business Rates
NNDR- national non-domestic rates, or business rates, are collected by billing authorities (district and
unitary councils) and are the way in which those that occupy a non-domestic property (or
hereditament25) contribute towards local services. The legislation governing the administration and
collection of business rates is the Local Government Finance Act 1988, (LGFA 1988) and The Non
Domestic Rating (Collection and Enforcement) (Local Lists) Regulations 1989 SI 1989/1058; (as
amended).
The Central Government sets the multiplier, a pence in the pound which is then applied to the rateable
value, an estimate of the open market rental value a property could achieve on a specified date. There
are two national multipliers, the first is the national non domestic rate multiplier which is used to
calculate the rates for all businesses. The second multiplier is for small businesses who qualify for
small business rate relief.
Apart from properties that are exempt from business rates, such as agricultural land, parks and places
of worship, each non-domestic property’s rateable value is set by the Valuation Office Agency (VOA),
an agency of Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs. They draw up and maintain a full list of all rateable
values, which is available on their website. The rateable value is a property’s estimated value on the
open market.
Billing authorities work out the business rates liability for every hereditament by multiplying the
rateable value of the property by the appropriate multiplier. Some properties are 'composite
properties', i.e. partly domestic and partly non-domestic, for example a shop with living
accommodation above. In these cases, business rates are payable for the non-domestic part and
council tax is payable for the domestic accommodation.
Non-domestic properties in England, Scotland and Wales are revalued regularly. The most recent
revaluation in each territory came into effect on 1 April 2017. The previous ‘rating list’ in each territory
came into effect on 1 April 2010. In Northern Ireland, the most recent revaluation came into effect on
1 April 2020.
Revaluations are based on rental values at a specific date (the ‘antecedent valuation date’ or AVD, or
the ‘tone date’ in Scotland) two years before the revaluation applies. Thus the 2017 revaluation was
based on rental values at 1 April 2015.
In England, the next revaluation is due to come into effect in 2023.
The Government sets the multipliers for each financial year for England according to formulae set by
legislation. Generally, the multipliers increase in line with the Retail Price Index in September of the
preceding year. Business rates are devolved to Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
In England, the business rates revenue is partly pooled at central government level and redistributed,
and part is retained locally. In Scotland and Wales, the rates collected are pooled at the devolved level
and redistributed to local authorities via a needs-based formula.
Various reliefs, both mandatory and discretionary, are available from full business rates liability.

25

The legal name for the unit of non-domestic property that is, or may become, liable to national nondomestic rates.
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There are currently five categories of mandatory relief:
• Charity
• Rural village shop
• Community & Amateur sports clubs
• Partially empty properties
• Empty properties
As of 1 April 2017, properties with a rateable value of £12,000 or less are exempt from business rates
and those of rateable value of £12,001 up to £15,000 are entitled to a tapering discount from 0% to
100%, on the basis of 1% relief for every £30 of rateable value. Properties with a rateable value of
£15,001 to £50,999 are subject to the small business multiplier.
English local authorities have been, and continue to be, compensated in full for reductions in revenue
caused by the changes to small business rate relief in April 2017.
Properties which are occupied by charities and wholly or mainly used for charitable purposes are
entitled to a mandatory reduction of 80% in business rates, as are community amateur sports clubs
(CASCs). Billing authorities have the discretion to increase this to 100%. Independent schools and
private hospitals that are run by charitable bodies can benefit from charitable relief.
In England, 100% rural rate relief is available to public houses or petrol stations which are the only
such business in a rural settlement, and which have a rateable value of less than £12,500; and to sole
shops, general stores or post offices with a rateable value of less than £8,500. In law, the entitlement
is to 50% mandatory rate relief. However, the Government has funded local discretionary awards of
100% rural rate relief from 2017-18 onwards, compensating authorities for revenue foregone via a
Section 31 grant26. This is because of an anomaly in England, whereby the law provides that Rural Rate
Relief takes precedence over Small Business Rate Relief. It was therefore possible for a property to
attract a 50% mandatory discount under the former, in place of a 100% mandatory discount under the
latter – meaning that some rural properties were entitled to less relief due to their rural location.
Empty Property Rate reliefs can be granted to the owner of an unoccupied property. Properties can
claim 100% relief for the first 3 months (or 6 months for industrial properties) of being empty, after
which they are liable for full rates. A hereditament with a rateable value of £2,600 or less is classed as
“a small property” and following the initial rate-free period, continues to receive 100% relief. From
April 2017 hereditaments with a rateable value under £2,900 get extended relief until they are
occupied.
Section 69 of the Localism Act 2011 also provides a discretionary power for billing authorities in
England and Wales to reduce the business rates of any local ratepayer. The Government has not issued
guidance on how this power might be used, though councils must ensure that the reliefs they allow
do not transgress state aid rules. Billing authorities will be responsible for fully funding any other
discounts granted and cannot give themselves rate relief under this provision, nor can they give relief
to precepting authorities or London functional bodies.

26

S31 grants are used to fund local authority activities which are not covered by existing payment schedules or
methods.
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A power also exists to grant relief if a business would suffer ‘hardship’ if they had to pay their full
business rates liability. There is no definition of ‘hardship’ in legislation, though relevant case law
exists. The billing authority must take into account the interests of council tax-payers in their area
before granting hardship relief.
This power has fallen into disuse in England and Wales since the introduction of discretionary relief.
In Scotland, where no general power exists to give discretionary relief, it is still in use.
The Government has instituted a number of short-term rate relief schemes in England in the late 2010s
and early 2020s. More details of these can be obtained in “A brief guide to the system of non-domestic
rating, better known as ‘business rates’”27. Most of these schemes do not require legislation: in legal
terms, they consist of Government commitments to fund local discretionary discounts for certain
classes of property. More recently, in response to the economic threat generated by the Covid-19
virus, the Chancellor has made a number of business rate relief available to many sectors of the
economy: retail, hospitality and leisure sectors and small businesses.
As at 31 March 2020, Stroud District Council had 4,194 properties registered as non-domestic
properties, with 300 properties getting 80% charity relief, of those ½ also get 20% additional
discretionary relief and pay nothing. 13 community amateur sports clubs get 80% reduction in charge.
Another 23 businesses get 100% rural rate relief. Just over 1900 non-domestic properties get a small
business rate relief reduction, the majority of which obtain a 100% relief on their business rates.
The total revenue collected by SDC via Business Rates for the year 2019-20 is around £29.5 million.
The in-year collection rate for SDC for the financial year 2019-2020 is around 98.9%. However, in any
financial year, Stroud District Council, like all other billing authorities, only retains a share of the total
business rates revenue it collects.
The Business Rate Retention Scheme (BRRS) governs a substantial proportion of local authority
funding in England. Under the BRRS, as of 2013, local authorities retain up to 50% of the business rates
they collect (the ‘local share’) and passes the remaining 50% to central government as the ‘central
share’ (unless they took part in a pilot or are a 100% business retention authority). Billing authorities
will make their central share payments to central government over the course of the financial year.
There is ongoing reform happening at the moment to increase business rates retention by the Councils
from 50% to 75%. In a speech at the Conservative Party conference on 5 October 2015, the then
Chancellor, George Osborne, committed to allowing local government to retain 100% of business rates
revenue ‘by the end of the Parliament’. This was planned to begin in the 2019-20 financial year.
However, following the snap 2017 General Election and the subsequent fall of the Local Government
Finance Bill 2016-17, this policy was paused. The Government’s policy is now to move to 75% rate
retention. This was originally to have taken place from 2020-21, but it was confirmed in September
2019 that this would be postponed by a year. It was postponed further in April 2020 due to the
coronavirus pandemic28.

27

https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn06247/

28

https://www.parliament.uk/written-questions-answers-statements/written-statement/Commons/2020-0429/HCWS220
(July 2020)
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More recently, the Government has actually launched a call for evidence for a “fundamental review
of business rates” and is seeking to views on “how the business rates system currently works, issues
to be addressed, ideas for change and a number of alternative taxes”.
For the purposes of the retention scheme, local authorities are also permitted to form ‘pools’. The
pool members themselves decide on how rate revenue should be divided within the pool. Most pools
so far have consisted of authorities that are geographically close – e.g. a county and its districts, or
groups of metropolitan boroughs within a city-region – there is no requirement for the members of a
pool to be geographically contiguous.
For Stroud District Council, under the BRRS scheme, 50% of the business rates revenue is passed on
the Central Government; and out of the remaining 50%, 10% is passed on to Gloucestershire County
Council, with SDC retaining the remaining 40%.
The current business rates system also allows local authorities to keep 100% of the business rates paid
in respects of renewable energy projects by businesses in their area. The qualifying technologies that
are included in the definition of renewable energy projects are:
• onshore wind power
• offshore wind power
• hydroelectric power
• biomass
• biomass conversion
• energy from waste combustion
• anaerobic digestions, landfill and sewage gas
• advanced thermal conversion technologies – gasification and pyrolysis
• geothermal heat and power
• photovoltaics
Billing authorities are responsible for determining which properties should qualify as a renewable
energy project e.g. where it is a new build or has been converted or expanded and meets the
renewable energy definition, or where renewable technologies have been installed with a separate
identifiable impact on rateable value.
Where the installation of a renewable energy project on a property used for other purposes increases
the rateable value of that property, the Valuation Office Agency should certify the proportion of the
total rateable value that is attributable to the renewable energy project and an equivalent proportion
of the total rates income should be treated as arising from a qualifying technology and can therefore
be retained in full by the local authority.
In two tier areas, all business rates income would be retained by the local planning authority that is
the decision maker for the renewable energy project, whether at county or district level.
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4.3.1 Key Findings – Business Rates Research
•

SDC generates a relatively small business rates income as a result of the number of
exemptions and the pooling of rates. In 2019 -2020 this income was equivalent to £4.5m
as shown below29:

Fig. 2:



This limited income raises questions for incentives in terms of:
- What size of ‘pot’ for energy efficiency support could be generated for the District from
the incentives and whether it would be sizeable enough to instigate?
-If Business Rates are generating energy efficiency funding how do we introduce ‘fair’
return considering many businesses do not pay these rates? And, following this…
-If we exclude Non rate payers from incentives what other schemes, support might be
needed?
-Given the limited potential to raise money to ‘incentivise’, might this only leave
penalising/enforcement options? Is this acceptable without a means of support to avoid
them?

29

https://www.stroud.gov.uk/media/1286869/stroud-district-council-unaudited-statement-of-accounts-201920.pdf
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5. Attitudes of residents and businesses towards energy
efficiency
5.1 Methodology
With a view to understanding the general attitudes of our local residents and businesses towards
energy efficiency and their preferences towards incentives, we commissioned two separate surveys
for residents and businesses respectively.
In drafting our survey questionnaire, we drew on the expertise of our policy and internal housing and
energy team, but also engaged with our delivery partner, Severn Wye to ensure that our questionnaire
incorporated their experience of delivering practical support to homes and businesses. The survey
questionnaire for both the residents and businesses was designed to address three main themes:




Attitudes and Understanding of Energy Efficiency
Homes/Business premises improvements
Council Incentives/Assistance

The findings for the appetite for Council Incentives/Assistance are of particular relevance for the
Council Tax/Business Rates feasibility study as they might help provide the context to inform our
choices of incentives to stimulate growth in energy efficiency market.
Appendix B provides the detailed report from Future Focus Research on the views and opinions from
the resident and business survey.
The research consisted of 500 ten-minute telephone interviews with local residents and 200 tenminute telephone interviews with local businesses.
For the resident survey, all interviews were conducted with a representative sample of residents aged
18 and over who live in a household where Council Tax is paid to Stroud District Council. The sample
was based on the quota controls below, which reflect the demographic makeup of the Stroud District
Council area. In addition, to ensure the views were obtained from individuals from all areas of the
district, we targeted a proportionate number of interviews in each of the local areas. In addition to
area, quotas were also set on age and gender. (Refer to Appendix B for more details)

For the business survey, quotas were set in terms of business size (based on number of employees)
as follows:
 140 interviews with businesses with less than 10 employees; and
 60 interviews with businesses with 10 or more employees.
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5.3 Residents Survey

Fig. 3

Appendix B holds the raw data from the
resident survey which provides significant
insight into what any subsequent
incentive programmes need to consider
in terms of messaging, targeting and
service for the domestic sector.

5.3.1 Messaging and Motivations
When asked about reasons for improving
home energy efficiency, 84% felt cost
savings were the most important, which
is more than a quarter more than those
considering it important as a response to
a changing climate.

Fig. 4:

Interestingly when asked to consider the
reasons for making general
improvements to their home (Fig 3 &4),
health and comfort were top priorities for
98% of respondents whilst environmental
contribution was least often selected as
very important or important it still rang as
important for 88%.
This highlights a slight but important
difference in the emphasis of mind-set for
householders between energy efficiency
improvements (where more than a
quarter considered those an important
response to a changing climate – Fig 5)
and general home improvement.

Fig. 5:

It suggests that there is a certain amount
of disassociation between changing
climate and health impacts and drivers
for home energy efficiency
improvements.
Across the board of health, comfort, cost,
appearance, local employment and
environment the range of people
selecting these as priorities (98% - 82%) is
very narrow indicating that all are
important really. Yet, it is interesting to
note that despite householder awareness of the benefits of energy efficiency to wider society, with
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nearly all social issues being important to nearly everyone (Fig 5), only 31% really understand that
households can make ‘a lot’ of difference to climate change.
61% felt energy efficiency was only to be thought of in secondary way as part of other home projects
and not as a driver for making change.
In terms of informing the messaging of incentive campaigns it can be seen that the link between
health, homes and climate change needs to
be addressed and the added value of
Fig. 6:
energy efficiency to standard home
projects e.g. kitchen/bathroom refits or,
needs more highlighting as a feature to be
designed in.
When considering what motivates a
householder to take energy efficient action
(Fig 6) the availability of incentive schemes
was just as motivating as increasing the
resilience of the home to a changing
climate at 75% and 74% of respondents
respectively rating these as important or
very important.
In fact, the data evidences a wellestablished global perspective on changing
climate with 97% recognising improved energy efficiency as being important to a global
environmental contribution. However, what the data suggests is that this knowledge alone is not
enough to inspire action and that motivators need to be much more local, or; much more personally
beneficial like a grant or subsidy. Questions with a slightly different emphasis on the climate issue
using phrases like ‘increased resilience to climate events’ evoked more positive attitudes. It is
perhaps pertinent that localised, intense flooding had recently caused much damage to personal
property and was keenly felt, its timing being just as lockdown started to lift.
Increasing home value and desirability were also seen as important or very important (72% and 68%)
respectively and the ability to generate income was important or very important to 59%.
On this last it is significant that whilst all other options had very small percentages of persons (4-8%)
considering them not at all important, 20% of people felt income generation was not important at
all. Given the contention around the recent transition from Feed in Tariff (FiT) and the planned
changes to Renewable Heat Incentives (RHI) this is a surprising number not interested in revenues.
This indicates there could be some benefit to more information and awareness raising around this
benefit of energy improvements.
Over 40% of respondents had an understanding that energy efficiency can pay back over time and
more than half, 56% would only considering investing in measures that saved them money or
generated income.
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5.3.2 Intention
The survey data reveals there is a long way to go
in ensuring householders take on their share of
responsibility for reducing energy demand.

Fig.:7:

Only 39% reported making energy improvements
in the last 5 years and most of these spent up to
£5k on energy efficiency (Fig 8 &9). This is the
minimum voucher value available under the
recent Green Homes Grant, the maximum is £10k
and it is widely felt that the total funding
available through this programme is a drop in the
ocean of requirement which puts this individual
householder level of investment into perspective
as not quite of the level that will be required for
most homes.
87% of those that made improvements selffunded this without knowing the payback period
expected. Just over two quarters of those making
improvements expected paybacks within 10
years. This is much more hopeful when
considering how to engage with those who
already have a will to invest and indicates a
minority able and willing to pay with a longer
term return on investment.

Fig. 9:

For those who did not invest in energy efficiency
in the last 5 years the top 3 reasons were:

39%
25%
21%

Satisfied with current
Other Spending Priorities
Cost

This also indicates a need to raise the profile and appeal of energy efficiency measures making them
more desirable through marketing as ‘design features’ or ‘upgrades’ and promoting the cost
benefits.
In order to compensate for any current caution around spending plans in the light of COVID-19
events respondents were asked to consider a short (2 year), medium (5 year) and long (10 year)
outlook.
Just under half of all respondents did not know what a projected investment picture might look like.
For those that did it is interesting to note that the breakdown of expected expenditure profiles as
fairly stable as we progress to 2030. Only between 25 and 36% of the remaining respondents were
expecting to make investments for more than £1000 on energy efficiency.
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Comparing this to their forecasted spend on general home improvement many were still not able to
predict but 61% did not plan to spend anything within 2 years and 11% would spend around £1000.
Within 5 years only half could predict what they might spend with 21% saying this was between
£1Kand £5k.
There is little difference on ability of respondents to predict their future spends on any sort of home
improvement however, when it comes to energy efficiency the indication is that the scale of the
challenge is not yet appreciated by the householder. This indicates a need for more case study and
bespoke advice on specific homes.

5.3.3 Support Preferences
Whilst the vast majority of respondents were happy with the level of information available for home
energy efficiency, 60% still felt they would benefit a little or a lot for advice specific to their home.
Most of the suggested areas of advice were welcomed but less than 10% had any interest in area or
communal energy schemes. When considering what would influence them to make energy efficiency
improvements 55% cited bespoke advice as important.
Very significantly for Stroud District Council who have had their historic support programmes
marketed by S. Wye, ‘in partnership with…’ more than half the respondents wanted information to
come from the council as opposed to only 11% requiring it from and ‘expert council partner’. This is
significant for the way in which we consider the branding and signposting of our existing schemes
and suggest more prominent council signposting and branding is needed.
As well as bespoke advice, incentives such as grants were important influencers for 65% of
respondents whilst award and recognition schemes only appealed to between 21 and 26% of
respondents (Fig 4).

5.3.4 Shaping Incentives
53% of residents were in favour of council tax
based incentives, it is a slim majority which has
implications for viability due to the need for
referendum around increases above a certain
level. Additionally, only 33% of these would
consider 2 or 2.5% increases. Viability of council
tax incentives is further bought into question
when it is considered only 58% would pay more
to accrue cost benefits through a payback
period.

Fig.10:

Only 27% were in favour of increases being
used to establish council run funding pots for
residents to apply into and even less, 24% were
in favour of the higher band payers subsidising
schemes (Fig 7). Contrary to this 94% felt it was
important for the council to make grants available for residents.
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40% believed those improving household efficiency should be rewarded with lower taxes and when
considering how improvements could be supported the top s requirements were:
85%
70%
67%

Bespoke advice
Signposting to credible
suppliers and installers
Project Management
support.

5.3.5 Key Findings – Residents Survey












It has long been suspected that energy efficiency is not ‘desirable’ in the same way new
kitchens or garage conversions etc. That 61% felt energy efficiency was a secondary
consideration in choosing home projects really emphasises this.
More people would invest in home improvements of any kind, few of which will have returns
on investment even in terms of overall home value, than will invest in energy efficiency even
though the vast majority understand energy efficiency improvement pays for itself over time.
That energy efficiency projects can lead to financial savings was however the key reason for
carrying them out, considerably less than those motivated by environmental needs and
reflecting a lack of understanding about the potential in the combined impact of the domestic
sector.
There is some evidence that return on investment based incentives such as RHI are not widely
enough understood to generate sufficient take up but do have appeal to some.
Grants and Advice remain the most likely to influence a householder into action.
The individual situation is important when defining motivators with local environmental
issues, such as resilience to flooding and personal financial incentives being generally viewed
more important.
Future focused thinking on home investment is limited at the moment but there is a
concerning lack of intent and low level of investment in home energy efficiency planned in the
sample.
There is a clear and strong message that householders favoured the council as a trusted point
of information and advice.
In terms of council tax incentives, there is not a significant majority in favour which means
that anything more than the minimum increase would be hard to achieve.
Overall the most favourable route would be decreasing tax for those who had made
improvements to their energy performance but this raises questions as to how this could be
funded as well as having implications in terms of social justice and only supporting the able to
pay.
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5.4 Businesses
Section 2 in Appendix B provides more details about the business survey findings which are given
some analysis and commentary here. A more succinct survey was designed for businesses in
recognition of the importance of respondents not being put off by the amount of time required.

5.4.1 Attitudes
The findings of the research give cause for optimism with 94% of businesses surveyed believing that
they could make some contribution to tackling climate change through improving their energy
efficiency.
A very significant finding for those considering how to incentivise businesses on energy efficiency
that only 3% of respondents actually knew the Energy Performance Rating of their business premises
which is an indication of how much consideration this is given in terms of business financial planning
and investment.
In terms of availability of information, 49% of respondents were happy that there was enough
information available to assist them in undertaking energy efficiency improvements to their
businesses, whilst around 25% of the respondents would like to see more information available and
the rest not actually knowing whether there was enough information or not. Those who wanted
more information requested a variety of topics. But information such as energy and costs savings
achievable for their businesses (32%); list of trusted local installers (32%); experiences and reviews
of other businesses (32%) and information on funding (28%) appear to be more important to
businesses.
Businesses are not necessarily looking to the Council to providing information, with 62% being happy
with the internet/google as the main source of information however, bespoke advice was cited as
one of the things most likely to influence investment in energy efficiency (Fig. 6)
It is relevant to our results on attitudes that half the respondent businesses were tenants for several
reasons:
•
•
•
•

Some of these maybe less well established businesses and may therefore have a shorter
outlook for business planning than 5 or 10 years
Tenancy can be a limiting factor to the types of improvements they can make to their
sites;
Tenancy is more likely to be subject to multiple occupancy issues around consent to
plans for change;
Tenancy can mean businesses plan to move on to a new location in the future and
therefore investment in the building, even for lower running costs, can seem less
beneficial in the long run.
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5.4.2 Intention
The survey data reveals that there is more work to be done however to engage with business
community to get them on board to ‘doing their bit’ in tackling climate change by improving their
energy efficiency. It is a concern that even over the longer term of 10 years, 60% of those surveyed
were unlikely or very unlikely to make investment in energy efficiency. Out of 200 respondents, only
28% had actually identified any efficiency improvements to their businesses that they plan to
undertake. Only 3% had identified energy efficiency improvements to their business that they are not
going to undertake, which is a positive sign that most identified projects are seen through but can’t
be considered significant since it is a slim minority even considering energy projects in the first
instance.
Given the current economic climate, it is also no surprise that there is not much appetite to invest in
energy efficiency projects within the next 10 years. Less than 10% were likely to make improvements
this year but of those 48% planned to invest more than £5k, with a quarter expecting to invest more
than £10k.
Further into the future far less respondents were able to forecast on energy efficiency investment.
Only around a dozen were able to do so; however, in these cases a £5k or £10k investment was
predicted.
As shown in Fig. 11, a lack of financial incentives and availability of bespoke technical advice appear
to be the fundamental barriers to
prevent businesses from implementing Fig.11:
energy efficiency measures.
The
main influence on investment was
financial incentives with 46% very likely
or quite likely to be influenced by this,
enforcement was also considered to be
an influencing factor.
Top 3 incentives to businesses:
46%
31%
30%

Financial Assistance
Bespoke Advice
Enforcement Requirements

5.4.3 Views on Council Incentives/Assistance
Out of 200 businesses surveyed, 67% pay business rates and 61% of all businesses surveyed think that
business rate incentives should be used to encourage businesses to improve the efficiency of their
business premises.
When asked if business rate increases could be used as part of a contribution to an incentive scheme
requiring application (so not automatically received by all businesses paying the increase), a similar
proportion (61%) did not think this seems to be fair at all. However, 40% of businesses surveyed
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agreed that business rates for businesses who paid to improve the energy efficiency of their
businesses should be lower than similar less well performing businesses, increasing to 75% for
businesses with more than 10 employees. This increase depending on size is likely to be explained by
the fact that smaller businesses might be paying no business rates due to the small business reliefs.

5.4.3 Key Findings – Business Survey






There is a good level of understanding amongst businesses about the potential of the
business sector contribution to carbon reduction but it is a concern for carbon neutral
ambitions that the intention to act is overall low as is the forecasted level of investment.
There is a key need to find ways to convert business moral understanding into effort.
When considering the evidence on planned investment it is hard to draw solid conclusions,
since this represents a small section of the sample but the evidence indicates that either:
(i)
A small number of businesses plan steady, modest investment over the next 10
years, or;
(ii)
Businesses with no immediate plans are forecasting this will change to some degree
in the mid to long term
Financial incentives were far more important to all types of businesses than other proposed
mechanisms but bespoke advice and enforcement are also recognized as important
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6. Interviews
This section presents the findings of interviews carried out by SDC with top-level managers from
neighbouring local authorities, including Gloucestershire County Council, Gloucester City Council,
Bristol City Council, Cheltenham Borough Council, Tewkesbury Borough Council, Cotswold District
Council, Forest of Dean District Council, West Oxfordshire District Council and South Gloucestershire
Council; our delivery partner for our energy efficiency schemes, Severn Wye Energy Agency; the NHS
Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group as well as some local businesses and business rate
advisers. Within the local authorities, we interviewed senior management within finance, revenue
and benefits, housing and energy efficiency teams.
The interviews were semi-structured, carried out via telephone or Teams, each lasting between 20 to
30 minutes. The interviews focused on capturing the views of the interviewees on:




The potential for using Council Tax and Business Rates incentives.
The challenges of using those incentives.
Any recommendations on possible council tax and/or business rate schemes that could be
used as part of a pilot study.
In total, we carried out 25 interviews, including with colleagues at SDC. This report is compiled of
direct quotes to really capture the voice of our public sector partners and to tell their story about this
concept.

6.1 Council Tax
6.1.1 Potential for tax schemes
As shown in the quotes below, the initial reactions of the interviewees were very positive when asked
whether they saw any potential for using our current council tax systems to incentivise households to
improve their energy efficiency:
“There is definitely huge potential.”
“I see this as being “logical” as it will widen whom we are targeting.”
“We are already doing a lot of work to help low income households, households on benefits or with
health issues- this scheme can be used to target the able to pay sector”
“Anything that will incentivize and accelerate people to install energy efficiency measures in their home
is very welcome.”
“Climate change is our main priority”- “We will definitely endorse and take part in any schemes that
help to advance our Carbon Neutral Agenda.”
“Anything that provides an incentive to householders to improve their energy efficiency is an absolute
bonus.”
“If we are going to reach our Carbon Neutral Agenda, it is definitely worth investigating this”
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One of the interviewees even suggested that a possible council tax incentive in terms of a discount
along with the new Green Homes Grant scheme recently announced by the Chancellor in July “might
provide extra incentive to encourage uptake of the scheme as lots of households who will want to take
up the benefit from the Government’s new proposals, which will pay up to two thirds of the costs of
some energy-saving home improvements, might however lack the extra investment that they have to
put into it”. “Some sort of blend between green homes grant and council tax incentives to houses
where incomes are higher could provide the “funding gap”.
This was echoed by someone else: “the new Green Homes Grant Scheme could be enhanced by
potentially combining it with a council tax incentive scheme”
From the health and social care point of view, any scheme that improves household energy efficiency
by “making homes warmer during winter” was “more than welcome”. “We would see the wider value
of any such scheme as the health and wellbeing of people are impacted by the built environment”
On another less positive note, one interviewee, however, thought that a potential council tax incentive
“will not have much impact anyway” as “anything to improve energy efficiency will have to come from
Central Government” and that “the new Green Homes Grant voucher scheme seems to have
superseded this current feasibility study.”
During the interviews, all but one of the interviewees solely alluded to a council rate discount/relief,
while only one interviewee referred to a possible “council tax charge similar to the Adult Social Care
precept by the Gloucestershire County council which is ring-fenced specifically for carbon savings
projects”, with the “legislative change having to come from Central Government”. “This could then be
used to provide grants for households who cannot afford to pay for energy efficiency home
improvements”.
The interviewee also mentioned that “we might possibly have to put this surcharge only on households
with a housing Energy Performance Certificate below say C (i.e. the more efficient ones) and then the
levy raised could be ring-fenced to provide assistance to those households in most need to improve
their EPC.”. He concluded by adding a note of caution that any council tax scheme will have to make
sure that we are “tackling the greater problem of fuel poverty.”
Affordable warmth is a key concern for the District and our incidence of hard to treat building stock
and an aging population means careful consideration needs to be given to possible impacts of any
council tax schemes on those in or at risk of fuel poverty. However, there is also an indication from
the Districts distribution of wealth and demography that there are significant numbers of residents in
higher rateable value homes that are harder to treat and often quite poor in energy performance that
also need encouragement to change their spending priorities for more home energy improvement.
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6.1.2 Challenges
During the interviews, it soon became apparent that the challenges of implementing any council tax
incentive scheme were numerous though “not insurmountable”.

Financial Costs
All the interviewees mentioned “the financial impact of any possible council tax discount” as their
“main concern”:
“How and who would absorb the loss in revenue due to any possible council tax discount scheme” along
with the “resourcing costs” of administering any such scheme were identified as a “hurdle”, “especially
in this current climate”
“My main concern is what impact this will have on cash flow of local authorities”
“Who will pay for that?” “Government might have to give local authorities some funding for any such
scheme”
“And for how long would a council tax reduction be given? As a one-off or over many years?” “The
financial impact of this will not be sustainable in the long-run.”
“Local authorities are currently short of cash; we have different priorities in this current climate”
“There will be a financial impact across the board”; “This is not going to be easy”
“Especially on Council tax side, any council tax reduction will significantly impact our cash flow”
“To take away anything from the Council will be difficult; even prior to the pandemic we were already
struggling”; “This will impact on the provision of our other services.”
However, in the words of one our interviewee, “this is ultimately not going to be only a financial
decision; we would want to do a cost benefits analysis”; “we would want to see the carbon savings as
well as the long-term impacts” such as “public health & economic development, particularly in the light
of the post-COVID recovery.”
“The long-term impacts of this will more than outweigh the costs”.
“We do have reserves”; “We can make provisions”
“If this is a decision that will help us to meet our Carbon Neutral agenda, we will make the investments
necessary- although in this present climate, this might be a stretch.”
Although the financial impact is the main concern, there seems to be the willingness on the part of
local authorities to weigh the financial costs of any such schemes against the wider non-monetary
environmental, health, social and macroeconomic benefits of the scheme.

Buy in from other stakeholders
Except for Bristol City Council and South Gloucestershire Council (who are unitary authorities), the
other local authorities we interviewed collect council tax revenues on behalf of other precepting
authorities such as the Gloucestershire County Council (a major precepting authority); the Police and
Crime Commissioner; Town/Parish council and other precepting authorities.
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For example, out of the council Tax revenue collected by Stroud District Council, only 11% is kept by
the Council, with the overwhelming majority going to Gloucestershire County Council, 14% to the
Police and Crime Commissioner and the rest to the Parish/Town Councils30.
So any proposed council tax discount scheme will need “buy-in from other stakeholders” as the loss in
council tax revenue will impact them as well.
As indicated in the quotes below, our interviewees were concerned that there will need to be a
“consensus across other stakeholders” on “how the burden of lost revenue will be shared”:
“We will need support from all stakeholders to make this work”
“We are massively stretched to absorb the full costs of any discount scheme”.
“We will need buy in from County Council and other stakeholders”; “We can’t do this in isolation”; “We
can only do this if there is a drive to do it from other stakeholders”.
“Incentivising carbon reduction/energy efficiency through council tax had huge potential, but you do
need to get buy-in from everybody”.
On the other hand, some authorities mentioned that “we might have to absorb the full costs of the
lost revenue” due to any council tax discount scheme.
With regards to our major stakeholder, Gloucestershire County Council, when asked about the
potential for using Council Tax system for incentivizing households to improve their home energy
efficiency, although we did not specifically refer to how much of the financial burden would be shared,
getting their buy-in should not be a barrier to further exploring the feasibility of such schemes further.
Their response was very promising and they would not dismiss it only the basis of costs.
“We would want to get involved if SDC were to pilot any such schemes”
“We will definitely support and work together with our stakeholders”.
“This is not going to be only a financial decision”.
“We would expect a consultation to come out from SDC for us to look at so that we can internally
engage with all the relevant people within County”.

Administrative Issues
Lots of questions were also raised about how any such scheme would work and how it would be
administered, especially around how would this be monitored:
“Who will administer this within the Council- the Council Tax team or the Energy efficiency team?”
“We will need new resources to administer this”
“How would we monitor this? How would we police this?”
“On the administrative side, you will need some sort of inspection to measure the effectiveness of this”
“Will it work?” “Who will administer and monitor the checking of the EPC?”
“We will be willing to participate in this, but this will, however, add up the administrative load”
30

Gloucester City Council also retains 11.8% of Council Tax revenue collected.
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“Checking the individual consumption of each household in our district will take up our resources”
In terms of monitoring, the EPC was suggested as “an effective way to monitor this scheme”; where
“householders might be eligible to a council tax discount/relief once they have demonstrated they have
improved their energy efficiency”.
There is a suggestion of “a pre-installation and post-installation certificate, say up to an EPC standard
C where they get the council tax rebate on providing the proof that their EPC has improved” as a result
of the installation of home energy efficiency measures.
In fact, someone mentioned that for the “monitoring of the scheme”, “we will probably call upon
Severn Wye, our delivery partner as they have expertise on how to do the EPC assessment and they
have access to a network of trusted contractors.”
“Severn Wye may need to administer this on our behalf.”
Interviewees were also concerned about issues around “compliance and preventing fraud”:
“How do you deal with fraudulent people who abuse the scheme, for example?”
“How do you make sure that the home energy efficiency improvements are made by genuine
contractors?”
The view of an expert in energy efficiency on this: “I think going forward, the Government is going to
insist that retrofit work be done to a certain standard by pre-approved contractors who will be forced
to do a pre- and post EPC assessment” and that “We will need assessors who are qualified to create
EPCs.”
“And for how long will this council tax reduction/relief be granted?” Also, if householders were to be
paid “retrospectively after installation of the measures”, there will need to be an element of trust here”
However, despite these administrative/” logistical” challenges, the consensus amongst most of the
interviewees was that “it is worth looking into these schemes” but it is just that “the scheme will just
have to be thought through properly”.

Legislation
The legal framework sets the parameters within which local authorities can design any new council
tax scheme to incentivize households to improve their energy efficiency.
As one interviewee put it: “what we can and cannot do is actually determined by Law”

On Council tax discount/relief
“We can use current legislation (Section 13A of 1992 Local Government Act) to provide discretionary
relief”
“This is doable” “We have the flexibility to grant reduction/exemptions on individual basis or for a class
of council tax payers”
However, “the decision to do so will need to be approved by full Council”:
“We will need full council to approve it”
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But, some interviewees from finance and revenues and benefits team within local authorities feel that
although they do have discretion to grant council tax reduction/relief, “it will be easier if the Central
Government were to champion these incentives at the national level”.
Another interviewee also noted that “granting a discount/relief on the basis of EPC is quite a radical
concept” and questioned whether “we could grant any discount on EPC rating?”
“We usually charge on council tax banding – which is based on the valuation (rateable value) provided
by the VOA” “How we are going to charge on the basis of EPC?”

On Council tax increase
As noted previously, only one of the interviewees mentioned using a council tax increase as a potential
to stimulate energy efficiency home improvements amongst households.
The interviewees emphasised that they were limited to any council tax increase:
“The Central Government limits increases in council tax to 2%. If we want to increase it by any more
than this, we must hold a local referendum.”
“If we were to increase Council tax above this, we will need a referendum”; “taxpayers will not really
vote for an increase in their council tax?”
In terms of the “Climate Change charge similar to the Social care precept31”:
“I would propose a similar precept to Adult Social Care precept by County Council”; “There is appetite
amongst our members for doing this; but the power will need to come from the Central Government”
“We need the Government to make changes to legislation to give local authorities additional powers
they need to tackle climate change”. “There is a huge piece of work that needs to be done here to
improve energy efficiency and cut emissions”.

Other Challenges
Other issues that might have to be taken into account in considering any potential council tax incentive
scheme, as captured during the interviews:
“The upfront costs of some of the energy-savings home improvements are too high” such that “a
council tax reduction might not make any difference”
Another interviewee noted that actually “a stand-alone council tax incentive would probably not have
worked; but now with the new Government Grant Scheme, it might provide that extra boost”
“It depends whether energy efficiency is the priority of householders, especially at this moment in
time”; “People are coping with lots of challenges in this current economic climate”. “People are
struggling”
“Sometimes the installation of energy efficiency measures is also too disruptive that people chose not
to do them”; “It is too much hassle”

31

In 2016, the Government introduced a precept allowing Councils to charge up to 2% of additional council
tax, which is ring-fenced specifically for Social Care, meaning both the basis council tax rise and Social Care rise
can rather than 2%. be up to 3.99%.
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“Also, in the group of able to pay households, those who want to change would probably have done so
due to their belief in green and sustainability etc., any council tax discount would have to be significant
enough to get them to improve their home energy efficiency”. A council tax penalty might work better
but that will be very unpopular.”
A number of interviewees were actually more concerned about how you would devise such a scheme
to “make sure no one will feel left out of such a scheme”.
“How could we promote this for people who are in poverty who actually cannot afford to invest in any
energy efficiency improvements” and hence “cannot get the council tax discount”.
This could be “difficult for Local authorities to promote” as “many cohorts of residents will feel left out”
“What about tenants or other households who cannot do anything more to improve the energy
efficiency of their homes and yet might still be doing other things to reduce their carbon savings, e.g.
nor driving a car?”
A senior manager who leads the private sector housing team within a local authority was concerned
that this scheme “will miss out the private sector rented market”.
Landlords might choose not to do any home improvements as they do not benefit directly from any
discount from any such scheme. But the interviewee also questioned:
“How is this going to work for landlords who do some energy efficiency improvements and the tenant
gets the discount? The landlord might then as a result increase the rent”. “Tenants are already
struggling” and “if landlords were to pass on the investment costs of any home energy efficiency
installation measures to tenants”, this will also have knock on effect on local authorities’ other
services”.
As someone puts it “this needs to be sold correctly first and foremost” and “will have to be designed
possibly at the level of the Central Government to make sure all these issues are dealt with”
“The mechanisms for this will need to be thought through by BEIS – else there will be lots of anomalies
in the scheme.”
Despite the challenges, the overall conclusion was that “it is worth looking into these schemes”; the
local authorities interviewed were very keen “to work together on the design and pilot the scheme.”

6.1.3 Key Findings – Council Tax Collectors




Practically everyone is open to exploring solutions for their Carbon challenges and alive to the
fact that the solutions currently in place, or on the verge of roll out will need enhancing with
other schemes and indeed, that if tax incentives were in play they would also not be singularly
sufficient.
The ‘Adult Social Care Precept’ sets a precedent for tax rises across the board in the name of a
shared social cause and hints at opportunity if similar such legislation were put in place for
energy efficiency/carbon reduction purposes.
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Incentivising could be achieved without legislation change through establishing reductions or
exemptions based on energy performance but this raises the issue of how revenue losses might
be compensated for and how such things could be monitored.
The issue of making tax amendments on the basis of energy rating instead of the ‘Valuation
Office System needs expert consideration that is mindful of the impacts on fuel poverty. It may
seem intuitive that if overall we want to improve energy performance then ‘penalising’ lower
rated property in the tax system makes sense; however, this ignores the social justice issue that
incidence of lower rated property is very high in the private rental sector for example and may
result in disadvantaging people who may already be ‘vulnerable’ in some way32.
It was noted that changes needed to take into consideration the real context of householders,
especially post COVID, in terms of their perceptions of financial future etc.
Loss of revenues is a major concern to councils and there exists a general feeling that greater
governmental support would be needed particularly since there would be costs to introduce
and monitor any schemes.
In Gloucestershire it was encouraging that a wider business case model would be considered
over the varied benefits (see Section 7) but a lot would depend upon securing buy-in from other
stakeholders in the tax rate pool.
It was widely recognised that the periphery costs of administration, monitoring, engagement,
reporting etc. would need to be factored into revenue loss models and that external expert
bodies maybe required and, therefore funded, to support scheme roll outs.
Wider areas of legislation may also be need required such as trading and skills standards to
ensure installers and Energy Performance Assessors did not abuse systems or take advantage of
householders.
The situation of tenant tenure also needs working through, particularly in the realm of the
Private Rental Sector where landlords would need to approve building works but tenants pay
the tax.

6.2 Business Rates
6.2.1 Potential as Incentives
On the potential for using the current business rates systems to incentivise businesses to improve
their energy efficiency, the reactions of the interviewees were more mixed:
From the perspectives of the finance, revenue & benefits and legal team of the local authorities we
interviewed, the current legislation, Section 69 of the Localism Act 2011, “does allow local authorities
to grant discretionary reliefs in Business rates” but the concern was about “how the financial burden
of this will be distributed”:
No legislative change from Central Government would necessarily be needed to allow authorities to
provide relief for businesses who have invested significantly to improve their energy efficiency.

32

35% of ‘fuel poverty’ incidence is in the Private Rented Sector https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/enforcing-regulations-to-enhance-energy-efficiency-in-theprivate-rented-sector-research-report-and-cfps-recommendations
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However, in the words of a head of finance from a local authority “there will need to be a legislative
change from the Central Government to allow SDC/other LAs to provide such reliefs particularly to set
out the arrangements for how such a relief would be apportioned between the precepting bodies”:
“You will need buy-in from all parties”
Local authorities collect business rates revenues on behalf of the Central Government and other
precepting authorities; E.g. out of the business rates revenue collected, Stroud District Council
retained 50% (out of which it passes 10% to the Gloucestershire County Council) and the remaining
50% is passed on to the Central Government.
However, another head of finance noted that “there is currently a precedent in changing the rules in
carbon reduction projects: there is a legislation for renewable project where the local authority can
keep 100% of all the business rates for such projects”;
“Given that there is precedence for this, the legislative hurdle to implementing any change related to
business rate reduction/reliefs for energy efficiency or carbon savings projects is not insurmountable”;
“The Government will need to put the appropriate legislation in place if we were to go ahead with such
schemes”
A Business rate manager from a local authority actually saw “a lot of potential in using business rate
relief in encouraging businesses to improve their energy efficiency” – E.g. “Where a renewable energy
source is fitted to a commercial building, the VOA apply a certificate to the renewable installation only
and the Local authorities keep the rates income from that apportioned Rateable value only. This
income does not form part of the total rates income which is calculated under the business rates levy
to central government”.
“If we were then to give say a discretionary business rate discount to the business, we would still be
able to keep a share of the rates income attributable to the installation of the renewable technology”
When asked about this, another revenue and benefits manager noted that “this would depend on the
nature of the business”. “Yes whilst most businesses are assessed on the market rental, others such as
pubs are based on how much they sell or how many come through the door etc. So if they were going
to install solar panels, this will not affect its rateable value.”
As one senior revenue officer puts it: “The business rates system is a bit more complex” and the
consensus amongst the local authorities interviewed was that any such scheme will have to “come
from the Central Government”.
Another head of revenue pointed out that “With the current business rates system being under review
with the new consultation launched by the Central Government in July and revaluation coming up next
year, the current business rates system is “not fit for purpose” really- we will need to wait for all the
changes that are going to take place imminently for business rates systems” before exploring how we
can use business rates to stimulate the uptake of energy efficiency improvements among businesses.
However, on a more positive note amongst the businesses we interviewed about the potential for
using business rates for incentivising them to improve their energy efficiency:
(in all the quotes below, the interviewees are referring to a business rate reduction/relief)
“Any incentive for businesses to improve their energy efficiency is a good thing”
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“If rates are significant and can be reduced by making energy savings improvements, that might be a
good idea”
“I am pleased to hear this” “I consider this to be necessary, business rates should incentivise
achievement of energy efficiency targets and possibly penalise those who don’t”
“A sliding scale of incentive would be good- for example EPC rating A (very efficient)- 15% reduction
on rates; B rated- 10%; C rated-5% reduction etc.”
“We could offer set discounts based on the EPC band/score”
“Businesses should welcome any help they can get with reducing the amount of energy use- not only
from cost perspective, but from a social responsibility perspective”; “Energy efficiency needs to be
making a real difference to the planet.”
Business Energy Advisors were also in favour of “any schemes that help improve business energy
efficiency”:
“Business rates incentives has potential – provided they are high energy users”
“Business rates can be quite considerable and so being able to offer discounts because of increase in
energy efficiency would help in many ways:
It would incentivise owner occupiers to improve their energy efficiency; these buildings do not come
under the MEES regulations and so do not have to have their building energy efficiency improved like
rented buildings; reduced rates might encourage them to do so.
Landlords with less efficient buildings may be motivated by the business rate reduction to do
improvements.”
A senior business energy advisor also suggested that: “the loss of business rates income due to
discounted rates may need balancing initially with increased rates on business rate properties that do
not have an EPC. This will motivate more owner occupiers or non-compliant rentals to get an EPC and
improve their energy efficiency.”
With another one recommending that “any such schemes be also accompanied by offering free energy
advisor with some kind of support to help encourage businesses to make changes.”

6.2.2 Challenges
When asked about the main challenges in using business rate incentives, the responses were very
insightful “as to how and whether it will work”:

Upfront Costs
“The upfront costs might be too prohibitive for many businesses to consider any energy efficiency
improvements without the incentive of a grant/subsidy”
“Businesses might need help with the upfront capital costs of the improvements”
“A better scheme would be for the Council to offer a percentage reduction off the purchase costs for
installing equipment to improve energy efficiency”
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“Businesses need to have access to more funding sources”
“Perhaps a repayable grant especially for bigger projects that could go towards the high start-up
costs and then it is paid back once the business experiences savings”
“A loan could instead be a good idea, though the administrative side of doing this as we know can be
tricky to set up (Green Deal, Stroud Loans etc.)

Monitoring
The general energy efficiency monitoring tool is the EPC. However, as highlighted by a senior business
energy advisor: “There are various issues around EPCs” as captured by quotes below:
“Historical EPCs can be inaccurate, with software & conventions changing over time”
“Unfortunately there are many inaccurate EPCs and with an audit rate of just 2% many bad ones get
missed”
“There should be a pre and post installation EPC ideally by same assessor to show the improvement
made”
“EPC only considers regulated energy and not process energy. So this would only consider the building
fabric, heating and cooling and lighting and renewables”
“In some businesses the process energy can make up over 50% of total energy use on the site”
“Would the incentives be to improve energy efficiency of buildings only or also for consider wider
business activities?”
However, as the interviewee concluded “that is not the reason to do this; but something to be aware
of”.
“Process energy could be factored in by the use of Display Energy Certificates (DECs)”; “The use of DECs
would help differentiate between the high and energy users that could be in similar buildings, e.g.
manufacturing and storage facilities”
DECs use actual energy use to show an energy rating of a building when compared to an average or
benchmark building of the same type and use. In this case, there would, however, be a “delay of one
year between the installation and being able to claim the energy savings”
Perhaps any energy efficiency scheme could use both approaches: one using DECs and one using
EPCs.
Furthermore, as pointed out by the business energy advisors, we have to ensure that “retrofit of
buildings should be done as a whole building approach we do not want measures installed in the
wrong order or poorly that results in building damage or unhealthy buildings.”

Exclusion of some businesses
Business and local authorities alike cited that the use of the business rate discounts or reliefs to
incentivise businesses to improve their energy efficiency will “exclude some businesses”:
“Business rate incentives are not appropriate for most businesses because they are allocated 100%
Small Business Rate Relief”
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As an interview commented: “The problem is for us small businesses, we no longer pay rates; but
only the big boys still do!”
For example, as mentioned earlier in the report, for Stroud District Council which has 4,194 properties
registered as non-domestic properties, just over 1900 non-domestic properties get a small business
rate relief reduction, the majority of which obtain a 100% relief on their business rates.
Another business interviewed also highlighted that:
“Some buildings like ours are very old and even listed and it is harder to be more efficient than a new
build property, this needs to be taken into account using some kind of adjustment to our EE score.”
Any business rate discount/relief scheme will thus have to take these into account, however, there is
also a need to educate business owners, and the public more generally, that old properties are
valuable in terms of carbon lifecycle costing and, as a Senior Business Energy Adviser added,
“There is a misconception that just because a building is old or listed that it can’t be improved. Most
buildings can it just needs to be approached in the right way using appropriate materials and this
costs more to do and is usually more disruptive and time consuming. So with an increase in cost and
hassle factor these will be harder to do and people will often resort to saying nothing can be done.”

Other challenges
As mentioned earlier, with the “call for evidence for a fundamental review of business rates” recently
launched by the Government, a senior manager from revenue and benefits from a local authority
stated that it is probably worth “waiting for all the changes that are going to take place imminently
for business rates systems.”
One business we interviewed highlighted that “the current business rates are a poor reflection of
business performance; Our business as an example went from a unit paying £3000/ year and a year
later we are in a building with a rateable value of £60,000 a year and paying £33K in rates, however
our business was little changed other than being in a larger building with the potential to grow. so I
would say that energy incentives also need to reflect the nature and scale of the business and not just
the building that accommodates it.”
Whilst this last maybe more a comment on the system as a whole it does relate to other questions
about what the key diver for putting an incentive in place is for. We have discussed the difference
between building performance and process energy and considered overall economic business
impacts. Incentives need to be fit for purpose and their purpose needs to be clear and could be one,
or a combination of:
•
•
•

Improving the overall efficiency of the built environment?
Supporting businesses to be more economically and environmentally resilient over the
longer term?
Targeting specific agenda’s such as ‘hard to treat’ premises; high consumers etc.

From the point of view of his clients, a senior partner from a property consultancy actually cited that
the “current business rate system might potentially be acting as a disincentive” to improve their energy
efficiency through investments in solar generation and other renewable projects.
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For example, owners of solar panels when installing into properties could face an increase in
assessment as the panels could be considered to be rateable plant and machinery. This could increase
the rateable value and hence business rates liability.
“This might put businesses off from investing in microgeneration projects since the value gained from
installing solar is likely to add value to property, hence its rateable value and business rates payable”
The Solar Trade Association has expressed its concern that the new rates leave solar microgeneration
projects at a disadvantage33 and has called for “the Chancellor to take urgent steps to remove this
anomaly.” The Business rate rules are penalising companies who are taking the lead on climate
change action by installing solar.
For example, German Supermarket chain Lidl has recently hit the headlines as it has seen its business
rates soar by 528% due to changes in the valuation of solar installations at its sites. The company has
currently installed solar panels at seven of its stores, which provide more than 30% of the energy at
each.
The installation of panels led to an increase in the business rates Lidl must pay for each site. While in
2010 for a 180kWp system this would have amounted to £689 per annum, in 2017 this went up to
£4,329 per annum, leading to huge increases in business rates for companies such as Lidl. This means
that the return on investment period has also increased from nine years to 14 years. Though Lidl has
plans to install solar panels on a further 15 stores, it has currently put its future plans under
“continuous review”.
Another partner also commented that “from what I can see, the regulations do not help at all”, but
also “many landlords are also very sceptical about the whole thing” and “the market needs to mature
down”. He believes that one major hurdle of any energy efficiency scheme is that “first we need to
educate business owners/landlords about renewables technology”.
“There is not enough knowledge amongst businesses; there is a lack of trust; our clients are very
traditional/old schooled, we need to get them on board through providing information and advice.”

6.2.3 Key Findings –Business Rate Collectors







33

Legislative changes would be needed in any scheme for setting out arrangements for how
reliefs would be apportioned over precepting bodies but there is an existing model of
legislation for renewable energy projects that allow the host authority to retain 100% of
those rates. There is, perhaps, some potential in variations on this model to apply further
incentives.
The current Business Rate system is considered in need of some significant changes and is
very complex so it is suggested that making plans based on the shape of the existing system
may be short-lived.
It is possible that the current system actually ‘disincentives’ energy improvement and with
high profile cases, such as the Lidl, example, mitigating this should be a priority.
Whilst local authority experts considered the potential of a business rate incentive
somewhat doubtful overall there was a more positive outlook on the idea from businesses

https://www.solar-trade.org.uk/business-rates-mainly-export-solar-agreed-valuations-office/
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and, of course, from business energy advisers as well with the Energy Performance
Certification (EPC) score being cited as a possible benchmarker in deciding discounts.
Whilst businesses were open to the idea of penalties and enforcement there was much
more comment about positive reinforcement through reductions for improved efficiency
and some commentary on the shortcomings of enforcement model MEES which did not
apply to owner, occupiers. A potential solution to lost revenues was suggested in terms of
penalties on business without an EPC which might motivate non-compliant business
landlords and make them more visible in the system.
Incentive models need to consider the extent to which they would really support businesses
with upfront costs of installs as this was seen as a major barrier.
Incentive models need to be designed with clear purpose as it is apparent that addressing
multiple issues is complex in terms of designing accessible ‘fair’ schemes and monitoring
them.
Monitoring via EPC is associated with a number of issues the most significant, in terms of
carbon accounting, is probably the exclusion of process energy. Alternative systems such as
Display Energy Certificates which are required for buildings with public access and funding
could be used but system change may add more challenges.
Business Rate advisers working commercially report a need for more knowledge on the
issues amongst business leaders and a need for embedding of the low carbon agenda.
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7. Social Return on Investment (SROI) framework
As we saw in the previous section on Interview findings, “how and who will share the financial” burden
of any proposed council tax or business rates schemes was raised by actually all the interviewees,
although with different levels of concern. Understandably, from the point of local authorities, the
“financial impact” was top of the list.
As local experience of establishing successful incentive schemes shows, incentive schemes of any kind
would require upfront costs to councils such as administration capacity, marketing and monitoring.
So, even in the case where a fiscally neutral incentive such as one that rewards with reductions in tax
(and therefore lost revenues) and penalises with increases (balancing some of those losses) could be
modelled there is likely to be a challenge in balancing all costs to run that incentive.
This section of the report is in answer to the challenging need for ‘fiscally neutral schemes’ which
could necessitate a different more “holistic” approach to traditional business case arguments and is
inspired by the health partnership model of Warm and Well (see Case Study 1).

7.1 Methodology
In addition to desk based research on the current practice in SROI, Envoy Partnership, a social value
and impact management consultancy, were commissioned to undertake a feasibility study looking at
whether the Social Return on Investment (SROI) framework can be used as a tool for evaluating
investments in energy efficiency projects and potentially more widely for carbon savings projects.
The Social Return on Investment (SROI) is a framework for measuring and accounting for a much
broader concept of value created by a project by ‘incorporating social, environmental and economic
costs and benefits’34. The complete report from Envoy Partnership is provided in Appendix C.
Based on interviews with 12 experts in carbon neutral and energy efficiency projects35 and desk
based review of 25 other relevant projects from local authorities and government departments , the
feasibility study suggests that there is a growing momentum behind the concept of social value
being adopted already in related sectors (e.g. the built environment, infrastructure, construction)
and there is enthusiasm among local authority experts for more holistic evaluation approaches that
reflect ‘climate emergency’ priorities and approaches.

34

Cabinet office (2009). A guide to social return on investment, page 8
Available from: https://neweconomics.org/2009/05/guide-social-return-investment
35
For the purpose of the interviews, Stroud District Council made the initial contacts with 30 carbon neutral
officers and senior managers within the energy efficiency team from various local authorities. However, due to
timing (many people we contacted being on leave during the month of August), we have managed to receive
the consent of only 12 interviewees to participate in our feasibility study. The interviews were carried by Envoy
Partnership on our behalf.
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7.1.1 SROI in Practice
By incorporating factors such as the social, environmental outcomes as well as the economic
outcomes in the evaluation of energy efficiency projects, where the non-monetary benefits and future
avoided costs for authorities go beyond the short-term, perhaps decision-makers could make more
informed choices, particularly in the context of the Carbon Neutral Agenda.
Investments in energy efficiency improvement projects are recognised as being likely to bring about
multiple, direct and indirect wider benefits. The UK’s HM Treasury Green Book (2018) Central
Government Guidance on Appraisal and Evaluation offers a benchmark for best practice in the
appraisal, monitoring and evaluation of policies, programmes and projects and actually emphasises
the importance of considering all relevant impacts- social, economic, environmental and financial etc.
when assessing policy options36. Environmental outcomes such as reduction in energy use and carbon
emissions should be measured using the UK Government’s supplementary guidance to the Green
Book.37 The guidance also outlines methods for valuing air quality – although changes in air quality
may not be material to most projects.
In fact, BEIS (2019)38 also emphasises that energy efficiency investment “presents an opportunity for
wider benefits to be unlocked”. Regardless, the review of energy projects undertaken by Envoy reveals
that SROI factors are not generally a feature of the project monitoring processes. This suggests that
they are not part of the funding case for the work.
As also reported by Envoy, the SROI guide was published in 2009 by Social Value UK (SVUK) – then
known as the SROI Network – and updated in 2012.39 Since then, the concept of social value has gained
a significant momentum in the UK.
The Social Value Act (“the Public Services (Social Value) Act”) was passed in 2012 and came into force
in 2013. It requires commissioners of public services, including local authorities, to consider social and
environmental value alongside economic benefits.40
In other places, the wider benefits of energy efficiency have already been acknowledged in practice.
Kuckshinrichs et al. (2010)41 were the first to evaluate both the private and social benefits of the
German government CO2 refurbishment programme for buildings. Social benefits included the value
of avoided Greenhouse gases (GHGs) emissions and additional social return of the programme in the
form of tax revenue and social security contributions from employment generated etc.

36

HM Treasury (2018). The Green Book. Central Government Guidance on Appraisal and Evaluation.
Valuation of energy use and greenhouse gas, Supplementary guidance to the HM Treasury Green Book on
Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government,
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/794737/
valuation-of-energy-use-and-greenhouse-gas-emissions-for-appraisal-2018.pdf
38
Committee on Climate Change Energy Efficiency: Building towards net zero (2019)
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmbeis/1730/1730.pdf
39
SVUK, A guide to Social Return on Investment,
http://www.socialvalueuk.org/app/uploads/2016/03/The%20Guide%20to%20Social%20Return%20on%20Inve
stment%202015.pdf
37

40

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/social-value-act-introductory-guide

41

Kuckshinrichs, Wilhelm & Kronenberg, Tobias & Hansen, Patrick, 2010. "The social return on investment in
the energy efficiency of buildings in Germany," Energy Policy, Elsevier, vol. 38(8), pages 4317-4329, August.
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In 2015, the International Energy Agency (IEA), however, released a more detailed report: “Capturing
the Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency”42 which provides a comprehensive assessment of the wider
impacts of energy efficiency measures and looks at the various methodologies to identifying and
quantifying the wide range of benefits that energy efficiency brings.
Figure 12, taken from that report, shows the multiple benefits of energy efficiency. The report also
provides insights into studies that have estimated the various benefits of energy efficiency policies.
Figure 12: Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency43

7.2.1 The SROI Method
The Envoy report is detailed in its descriptions of how thorough SROI case building is conducted and
cites a number of support tools that are freely available to support local authorities in this. The
response of the SDC research team to this is that there appears to be a long lead in time to making
an SROI business case that involves stakeholder engagement and analysis of findings at a scale which
may well be considered a project in itself. This might be prohibitive to the use of the methodology in
many instances but for feasibility studies and larger, longer term projects could be valuable. This is
not to say that further consideration of SROI has no value.
In Stroud District, Warm and Well which is a support service for the domestic sector, has benefited
from health funding as a result of SROI principles and Target 2030, supporting business energy
efficiency, exists as a result of seed funding from the European Regional Development Fund. This is
42

IEA, ‘Capturing the Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency’, 2014
https://www.iea.org/media/training/presentations/latinamerica2014/Capturing_the_Multiple_Benefits_of_En
ergy_Efficiency_2014_Executive_Summary.pdf
43

Ibid
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not a sustainable energy focused funding stream but rather an ‘economic development’ one. The
project was recognised for the benefits in terms of local economic resilience, supply chain and
energy services development and, in this highly competitive fund, secured over £1million against
very different projects focused more directly on business support for economic growth.
The route to building the case for the funding of these projects was not as a result of formal SROI
evaluations as described by Envoy but by an early realisation that in order to sustain funding for the
long term, following small feasibilities and pilots, project evaluations and data collections would
need to build the evidence base for multi-benefits and thus increase the potential funding streams in
the future. So, in effect, not simply recording the current funders measurable, but rather considering
the data future funders might need and making provision for its collection whilst in action on
delivery. This kind of foresight could ease the path to greater use of SROI to support energy
incentives.
The Envoy report identifies a set of factors that would support the move towards SROI in the context
of energy efficiency/carbon neutral projects and cites how, in 2020, four separate sector-bodies
launched reports or working groups on social value for their sectors:


In April 2020, the UK Green Building Council (UKGBC) published guidance on measuring social
value of buildings and places.44



In May 2020, the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) published a Social Value Toolkit
for architecture.45



In June 2020, the Institute for Civil Engineers published a report on Maximising Social Value
from Infrastructure Projects in conjunction with useful projects.46

In particular, there exists a strong evidence base about the likely economic, environmental and social
impact of certain interventions. For example, the HIDEEM model identifies and quantifies the health
benefits that are likely to arise from domestic improvements47. In addition, recognised monetisation
techniques for the likely health and environmental outcomes (such as reduced damp-related illnesses,
and reduction in carbon emissions) are already available. This means that the monetisation of
outcomes – sometimes the most controversial aspect of SROI – might be more straightforward than
in some other sectors.

44

https://www.ukgbc.org/ukgbc-work/delivering-social-value-measurement/

45

https://www.architecture.com/-/media/GatherContent/Social-Value-Toolkit-forArchitecture/Additional-Documents/RIBAUoR-Social-Value-Toolkit-2020pdf.pdf
46

https://usefulprojects.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2020/01/Maximising_social_value_from_infrastructure_projects_v1.1.pdf
47

See: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/energy-models/models/hideem. More information on the HIDEEM model – and
other resources – is contained in the full report.
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7.2.2 Perceptions of SROI Potential
The interview feedback collected by Envoy indicates that perhaps the current contexts of Climate
and Covid emergencies are a more ‘ripe’ opportunity for SROI methods and there was a good
understanding across the interviewees of the diverse range of benefits that energy efficiency
projects can have.
However, there are also some system and cultural changes needed with respondents noting that a
lack of formal ruling on criteria for weighting social against financial arguments in decision making
means that ultimately it is still difficult and subjective as to whether the social case makes a
difference. Fundamentally there is also a question of how budgets are apportioned and how the
SROI case may sit across departments and budgets as summed up nicely by this quote from the
Envoy report:
“Take that zero carbon building which delivers lower asthma for kids in the households, and the NHS
saves some money, you can model that, and you can put that on a diagram and everyone can nod
and say ‘yes that makes sense’, but it’s someone else’s budget that gets spent or saved, and the
decision maker is the one whose budget is being spent at that moment, and it’s the two things that
they’re not in control of – and don’t have responsibility or budget for – that are impacted down the
line.”
Some participants had a good understanding of the SROI process. Regardless of pre-existing
knowledge, when the process was outlined to them, most participants recognised that the current
evaluation methods to energy efficiency projects can be improved and that the SROI approach had
merit and would be attractive. Some participants also suggested that Stroud District Council, being
“an early adopter, ahead of the curve” could pilot an SROI approach.
However, the report also highlights some potential barriers to effective implementation of the SROI
framework to energy efficiency projects such as the level of resources available among local
authorities to commit to evaluation; the varying types of reporting requirements attached to
different funding pots; a focus on shorter-term financial and economic factors among local authority
decision making and more importantly data collection.
The following table is taken from the Envoy report and provides an overview of the current pros and
cons for SROI.
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Table 3: Supporting factors and barriers to SROI
Factors supporting the application of the SROI
process

Barriers to the application of the SROI process

 A strong evidence base about the likely
 Decision making processes within local
economic, environmental and social impact of
authorities that are focused on financial and
some interventions.
economic factors only, and/or are focused on
short-term benefits.
 Availability of recognised valuation
techniques for health and environmental
outcomes.

 The range of different funding pots, with
varying types of reporting requirements.

 Growing momentum for social value in
related sectors such as construction and
building design.

 The level of resources available to local
authorities to invest in evaluation when it is
not funded as part of a project.

 An increased focus on ‘climate emergency’
among many local authorities, and a
recognition that evaluation methods can be
improved.

 The challenges of data collection.

Envoy Partnership, suggests that these barriers to implementation of the framework can,
nevertheless, be addressed and outlines in detail how the SROI methodology might be successfully
applied in the context of energy efficiency/carbon savings projects. It also recommends that a phased
approach to introducing SROI components might be a useful step towards adopting the SROI
framework to start with, especially for small projects.

7.2.3 Key Findings - SROI








Despite existing guidance and some examples in practice internationally SROI is not a factor
of the projects reviewed for this study.
There is detailed methodology and several constructs and co-efficents for calculating social
value but the level of detail required to build a SROI case may create long lead in times and
be fairly resource intensive.
Public sector professionals are alive and open to the concept of SROI although there is a
tendency to distinguish between ‘social’ and ‘financial’ benefits when SROI is largely about
identifying tangible financial benefits to social outcomes, such as reducing hospital
emissions (and the associated costs of these to the public sector) through healthier housing.
This means that despite SROI there can still be a slightly misconceived mental distinction
between social and financial benefits.
Since social benefits can be across issues they can also be across budgetary responsibilities
causing barriers for the SROI method.
Nonetheless a feasible phased approach is outlined by Envoy and the delivery experience of
Warm and Well and Target 2030 illustrate how SROI data can be built over time as long as
future funding needs are well considered during delivery and data needs are considered.
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8: Conclusions & Recommendations
The study requirements were to:
a. Build evidence around the viability and appetite for introducing council tax and/or
business rate incentives across a range of different local authorities in England.
b. Outline the requirements for implementing these incentives and formulate a proposed
structure for a potential council tax and/or business rate incentive pilot.
c. Provide BEIS with a comprehensive evidence-base focussed on determining the
practicalities of introducing council tax and/or business rate based incentives and
evidence around how to pursue such incentives as a means to stimulating the energy
efficiency market and saving carbon.
The research, as presented, seeks to satisfy requirement (c) and has covered an extremely broad
range of topics, experts and consulted in a broad range of geographic areas but predominantly the
South West and summarised a series of key findings upon which this recommendations section rests.

8.1 Appetite for tax incentives
When considering appetite, the differing perspectives of those involved in paying, collecting and
receiving tax incomes needs to be considered but this research delivers a clear indication that…

…Regarding both Council Tax and Business Rates:
(i) Regardless of perspective most people are keen to find solutions to carbon and climate
related issues and therefore open to considering most possible solutions presented to them,
including tax related incentives.
(ii) Appetite of those paying the tax is strongest when considering incentives that are about
rewarding better energy performance
(iii) Neither businesses nor householders are open to the idea of pooling their tax revenues into
a funding pot that can be applied for but rather want a ‘direct’ return to their own home or
business.
(iv) Both kinds of incentives are seen as having problematic but not ‘insurmountable’ challenges
(v) Both kinds of incentives could be seen to exclude members of the sectors due to tenure and
exemptions from the taxes in question.
(vi) From a local authority perspective of those involved in our study there is a willingness to
explore the potential further and collaborate to find workable solutions.
(vii) In terms of ‘appetite’ when specifics of potential system changes are more defined further
work would need to be done to verify the appetite of a larger range of stakeholders,
particularly other precepting authorities such as Town and Parish councils.
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…Regarding Council Tax specifically:
(viii) Since our research shows that householders value the council highly as a point of
information on home energy efficiency and consider grants and incentives as one of the most
important things for councils to provide it is right that serious consideration is given to Council
Tax incentives.
(ix) A small majority agreed with council tax incentives but in the main not through paying more
tax to fund these. Just 32% would pay more and the acceptable increase was around 2% for
most of these respondents.

…Regarding Business Rates Specifically:
(x)

Appetite is generally a little more cautious amongst those ‘administering’ business rates
due to the complexities of the system and the likelihood of imminent, yet unknown change
to it.
(xi) Business were overall quite enthusiastic, 61% in favour of schemes, although there are a
significant number of exempt businesses in our District. As with the domestic sector,
appetite was stronger for rewarding style incentives.

8.2 Viability of Incentives
8.2.1 Could sufficient funds be raised?
Of the Council Tax money collected by SDC, once precepting authorities are paid around 11% remains
for the council to spend as it sees fit.
Of the Business Rates Income, 40% is retained by SDC, equating to about £4.5m
One of the early concepts considered for council tax pilots that might arise from this research
focused on achieving fiscally neutral incentives by introducing both penalties and rewards and
seeking a financial balance in these. It was quickly obvious that with all the complexities in
measuring and monitoring outcomes and deciding how to apply increases and reductions this was a
solution to intricate to pursue.
However, the data on appetite meant that schemes that offer a ‘direct return’ (see (iii)) are more
favoured. Therefore, a more basic starting point was to, roughly, consider the potential scale of
funds that might be raised and what that might look like in terms of funding for measures for any
one household on the basis of the annual council tax bill. Then, to consider what this might mean in
terms of measures installed and potential carbon impacts. This kind of approach would also satisfy
the fact that the most popular incentive model for both businesses and householders is one focused
on rewarding improved energy performance for those implementing measures. However, it seemed
unlikely that, in the main, the tax of a single household could realise funding for them to make
improvements that would, for certain, move them up an Energy Performance Certificate rating (the
EPC often being considered as the solution for monitoring impacts) and provide local authorities for
justifiable return on investment of resources and funds in terms of carbon saved to establish and
administer such schemes. It is also noted that the a system rewarding those improving energy
efficiency has been applied in Scotland but available data suggests that these energy efficiency
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discount schemes have not been hugely successful48 and also, it is hard to find ways to make these
schemes ‘fiscally neutral’.
The level of Business Rate income in Stroud is relatively small due to exemptions and pooling of
revenues. This makes it very challenging to raise sizeable funding pots for all businesses by this
means. Models that focus on businesses at the higher end of the rateable values could have scope to
make a difference to those businesses by ‘direct’ return interventions, probably offering incentives
that would require business match funds. Generally, given the limited potential to raise money to
‘incentivise’, it is likely that the less positive route of penalising premiums and enforcement options
maybe viable and; overall, this is less practical in Stroud District since there are such a high
proportion of tenant businesses.
More formal financial and technical modelling might reveal some specific measures that could be
promoted to good effect through the limited revenues that could be generated through such
schemes. There could be some value in encouraging even small measures that may not have
dramatic impacts as a means of supporting the mind-set changes required, however it is doubtful
that this path would result in the pace of change required. Moreover, it is not clear where the total
funding that would support both grants made available through any premiums or penalties by
providing resource for the administration of such a scheme might come from.

Summing Up
On balance it seems that the likely intervention model, through either tax scheme, would be one of
implementing rises through legislations, rises and premiums and creating a fund that would provide
a more generally available support to home or business energy efficiency projects in some way since
the revenues won’t support a ‘direct’ return to discrete payers.
It is most likely that incentives would need to be supported by across the board tax rises and the
greatest potential would be in the domestic sector due to the relatively small revenues currently
retained through business rates. Whilst general increases are not the preferred model of the
householder and a tax rise would of course be unpopular, this is a model that could possibly operate
within the limited fund raising potential of the 2% increase that is more often seen as acceptable by
some residents.
Additional financial support to councils from a national government level would of course broaden
these options, opening the possibilities for incentive schemes with assistance for compensating for
any rewards to be distributed through reimbursements, reductions or exemptions for improved
energy performance and providing the revenue funding for the additional resources and partnership
working that would support good schemes.

48

Energy Saving Trust (2015) Energy Efficiency and Local Taxation - A paper for the Commission on Local Tax
Reform
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8.2.2 Could an ‘equitable’ system be established?
The establishing of a fund to support a more general approach to providing incentives on the basis of
an across the board rise could be seen as a more ‘equitable’ approach than one that rewards those
who improve energy performance or penalises poor performance due to the social justice of issues
of housing quality and ability to invest in the home. However, if we are considering social justice and
poverty related issues a general tax increase is a problematic construct to justify!
Nonetheless, in the domestic sector there is a precedent for this kind of system in the Adult Social
Care precept and there are already conversations being had calling for this kind of approach in some
of the local authorities we spoke to. A scheme like this would require national legislation.
The Empty Homes Premium also illustrates how tax changes can be nationally legislated and
targeted at particular groups (in this instance those able to afford more than one property) and
opted in or out of by different authorities depending on how they view the social impact in their
area.
Even a system that only seeks to reward those who make improvements to their properties and not
necessarily impose premiums or across the board rises is not really equitable because it is only really
accessible to those able to pay to improve.
Affordable warmth is to be a key consideration in incentive designs for the domestic sector. There is
a high incidence of lower energy performance amongst groups that are likely to find energy
investments beyond reach and amongst those who might find challenges in improving their
residence, due to tenure. Some consider that generating funds through energy performance related
premiums and making them ‘ring fenced’ to those vulnerable to these kinds of issues could address
this balance. There is a good deal of sense in this but, not only do we already have successfully
targeted funds for these issues available in the district we also know that there is a good deal of
challenge in ensuring these are accessed by those that need them most.
There is also a role for legislation that helps regulate landlords into compliance on energy standards
with fuel poverty incidence particularly high in the private rented sector.
Within the realms of business rates, the issues around equitability are in 3 main areas:
1) The exempt business and how they might benefit
2) The tenant business and how they might be challenged to benefit due to multiple occupancy
or landlord barriers
3) The perception of fair deal for local authorities in providing incentives and in businesses that
have invested, particularly in renewable technologies.
In terms of the first two issues there is parity with the challenges of the domestic sector and the
solutions of tax incentives as part of a suite of local offerings and support services that help facilitate
improvements through landlords and other stakeholders as well as greater enforcement against
non-compliant energy performance offer possible solutions.
The third area is slightly more complex, especially regarding rules around existing protocols for
dealing with energy issues in the system. That local authorities can keep 100% of revenues raised
from energy generation project businesses is seen as positive and should be working to incentivise
authorities to encourage this carbon friendly economic growth. In reality, whilst this might have
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decreased local authority resistance to initiatives such as solar farms the complexity of issues in
projects of this kind and the technical expertise required to understand and tackle them means that
the Business Rates gain is more an opportunistic benefit to authorities rather than a driving force to
progress on these things.
The treatment of businesses introducing solar generation to power their premises is however more
of a concern and the case of Lidl raises questions about fair treatment of businesses that are
motivated to do the right thing. The existing system is also challenging to parity in incentive design in
other ways such as the fact that some businesses are small but require large premises that attract
high rates and others, such as pubs, are in part rated on customers through the door.

Summing Up
For both tax systems there is a need to involve all precepting authorities in designing incentive
schemes to ensure that impacts to revenue streams and processes for distributing revenues across
pools is seen as equitable. For business rates in particular it was cited that legislation would be
required to decide how revenues would be split.
It is hard to see how tax incentives alone can provide equitable solutions particularly within the
business rates system that has some existing features that are not seen as functioning well for a
number of stakeholders. As a result, it is important that any schemes are framed within the context
of other local offerings in order to provide a range of support and measures to drive progress in
energy efficiency.

8.2.3 Could legally legitimate systems be established?
Of course there is always a route to establishing required legislation, but what is being considered is
how achievable and appropriate that might be.
In the case of council tax incentives some schemes would be possible without legislative change but
greater impact on available funds would follow if national legislation were put in place following
models of current Empty Homes premium or Adult Social Care precept.
In business rates legislative change is seen as vital in light of issues around the ‘disincentivising’
effect of current systems relating to renewable power generation and needs to understand how the
impacts of incentive systems on pooled revenues could be distributed across stakeholders.
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8.3 Requirements for Implementation
8.3.1 Purpose and Design of Incentives
The study brief left open the purpose of incentives as a broad concept around ‘stimulating the
energy efficiency market and saving carbon’. However, when it comes to designing incentives
experience shows that we need specific and targeted services to meet quite closely defined needs.
For example, ‘Warm and Well’ is composed of funding and advice streams that are quite specifically
targeted for example, the administering of Warm Homes Funding which is focused on, ’ incentivising
the installation of affordable heating solutions in fuel poor households who do not use mains gas as
their primary heating fuel.’49
This kind of focus is needed for defining the right scheme and reaching the right market for take up.
For both council tax and business rate incentives we need to be clear on the priorities for these so
good incentives and support services can be built. Some possible reasons for incentives are:
•

Improving the overall efficiency of the built environment

•

Supporting businesses/ householders to be more economically and environmentally
resilient over the longer term?

•

Targeting specific agenda’s such as ‘hard to treat’ premises; high consumers, fuel
poverty, local economy and supply chains etc.

The research has identified a range of recommendations for shaping good incentive services based
on a deep dive into motivations, intentions and requirements of residents and business leaders with
regards to energy efficiency.
It is significant to aspirations for fiscally neutral tax incentives that, in tandem with a preference for
rewarding schemes, for both householders and business owners, grants and incentives remain the
chief influencer of private energy efficient investment. It is also clear that successful schemes require
infrastructure, multiagency working and benefit from an environment where complimentary action
is also working to further energy efficiency.
All this points to funding challenges if relying upon tax incentives alone but also, there is quite
considerable evidence that further increases in uptake and investment on energy efficiency in both
sectors are rather more dependent upon activity that establishes stronger, more effective messaging
and awareness around energy efficiency, helps cultural change and builds new social norms in the
mind-sets for business and home improvement.

Summing Up
Understanding the main reasons for putting in place incentives is crucial for designing the types of
intervention that will have success. In turn, a concept for the main design features helps to identify
the level of revenue generation required to feed implementation and ultimately enables the
assessment and amendments that can realise viable schemes.
49

https://www.affordablewarmthsolutions.org.uk/warm-homes-fund/
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8.3.2 System Change Requirements
As previously mentioned there are some precedents for national legislation that could ease the way
for incentives through across the board premiums on council tax. At local levels exemption and
reduction models could be evolved but overall raises to council tax require either legislative changes
or public referendum. Given the findings on appetite and scale of agreeable changes a positive
referendum result is unlikely.
Whilst the mechanisms for introducing incentives maybe within grasp the questions around how
systems could evolve to be effectively monitored and scrutinised are not as easy to resolve. Energy
Performance Certification (EPC) offers a standardised measuring process but there are difficulties
with this as previously stated.
One of the key EPC issues in business is simply that many businesses are still not compliant in having
one. It was suggested that early rates incentive schemes could raise funds from penalties for those
without EPC as a kind of first phase approach that would pave the way for later schemes that could
use EPC data as a monitoring tool. Another suggestion was exploring a wider application of Display
Energy Certification (DEC) which could have significant benefits but would also pose all the
challenges of implementing new standardised assessment procedures and take time to embed.
The lack of a universally acceptable measure of impacts lends further support to incentive models
that establish funds for access by application as agreements can be formed on the basis of terms and
conditions which could include the provision of baseline and follow up data.
If incentives are to be put in place which result in the emphasis on council tax valuations being
energy performance, then there maybe system impacts and further consultations would be need
with the VOA to understand the full implications of system changes required.

8.4 Recommended Features for Incentives
8.4.1 Identified Needs
The research reveals a number of areas where more work is needed to accelerate progress in energy
efficiency and for which any additional revenues to local authorities like SDC could be put to
purpose. Many of these are applicable nationally as well:
(i) Providing financial support (particularly for up-front costs) and rewards for energy efficiency
improvement
(ii) Improved and wider regulation and enforcement around Minimum Energy Efficiency
Standards and Energy Performance Certification and supporting legislative areas such as
trading standards for installers and energy providers.
(iii) Maintaining and broadening the reach of bespoke advice services, particularly for businesses
(iv) Messaging and awareness raising in both sectors that accelerates cultural shift and delivers
changes social status and mind-set for improving energy efficiency.
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Of these needs (iv) should be considered a significant priority since without it momentum will only
be maintained by the small minority, like those identified in our research, who give serious
consideration and deliver follow up action on energy issues.
It can be seen in the research that only very small proportions of people are alive to the fact that
energy investment brings personal benefit and even smaller proportions have long term investment
plans for the energy improvement of their homes. In business it is noted that there is also a need for
a culture change from ‘old school’ thinking on energy agendas to realise the potential scale of
investment and, in particular, raise the understanding of the significance of building energy
performance from just 3%.
If there is an intent to accelerate progress on energy efficiency, its associated business streams and
low carbon output then it is necessary to take a significant step change in understanding the
importance of ‘social readiness’ and what is required to change it.
Investment in messaging and awareness raising should also be considered as part of the revenue
needs that must sit alongside capital monies to ensure their successful roll out and implementation.

8.5 Conclusions on Future Development Areas
Due to COVID impacts and the context of Business Rate system review it is unlikely that pilot
schemes would be feasible in Stroud District in the short term. The council has a 3-year recovery
strategy in play and this suggests that by 2024/5 a landscape of greater opportunity maybe available.
In this intervening period any further time and resource to this area could be spent attending to
some of the specific issues identified in this report as a means of defining concepts further to shape
potential pilots.
Currently these are framed in terms of SDC interest but all would benefit from broader application
to the county in light of the potential in the pooling of revenues and there is a good level of interest
in our partners for further collaborations to achieve this. Areas of further work include exploring
with a wider range of stakeholders, particularly precepting authorities:






In conjunction with Target 2030 as support SME, the use of business rate premiums to
encourage EPC roll out and the technical review of District wide EPC data and use of
revenues retained by SDC to identify the types of energy efficiency improvements that
should be the focus of any incentive schemes.
In conjunction with Warm and Well as a support service to the ‘at risk’ and greater
enforcement of Private Rental Sector, Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards, the application
of a legislated council tax precept for energy efficiency that funds ‘one off payment’ rewards
(that could be seen as match funds to measures) to householders implementing measures to
a specified improvement standard (e.g. min carbon saving or EPC improvement) as a means
of encouraging those with the capacity to invest in home energy and also aiming to boost
the quality of rental properties.
For both these areas further work building on the increased knowledge of SROI as a tool for
the energy efficiency incentive business case would be valuable.
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At a more national level it is recommended that the VOA be consulted on how energy efficiency
criteria might integrate or work alongside rateable values and tax banding.
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Appendix A: SDC Energy Efficiency Project Overview

1

Name of project/initiative Start
Date

End Date

Brief description

Gloucestershire and South
Gloucestershire Warm & Well
Scheme
http://www.warmandwell.co.uk/

Current
contract ends
March 2022

Award winning partnership
scheme to primarily tackle
affordable warmth. A
partnership of the six
Gloucestershire district
Councils, South
Gloucestershire Council,
Gloucestershire County
Council and Gloucestershire
Clinical Commissioning
Group (GCCG). SDC are the
lead partner.
Delivery partner Severn Wye
Energy Agency.
Core Funding is provided by
the partnership £20,000 per
annum by each district
Council, £30,000 by South
Gloucestershire Council and
£60,000 by GCCG.
The Better Care Fund also
provides £200,000 per
annum capital funding for
insulation measures.
Free phone Home energy
advice including renewable
technologies and some
home visits for the very
vulnerable. Advice and
assistance in the form of
grants and installation of
measures making use of ECO
funding available. A CPD
accredited course has been
developed and is delivered
to relevant frontline staff
particularly in the health and
social care sectors.
In 2018/19 in Stroud there
were 510 enquiries to help
line, 350 received detailed
advice, 54 home visits were
made and 111 measures
installed. The scheme also
identifies and bids for other
sources of funding for
measures, which has been
very successful as well as

2001
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working with utility providers
to attract ECO funding.
Full contract in place with
Quarterly reports published.
Most of the energy
efficiency/climate change
work carried out in
subsequent years has been
as a result of the W&W
partnership.
In 2018/19 as a result of the
current projects being
delivered across
Gloucestershire and South
Gloucestershire the
partnership saved 265 tCO2
pa and 10600 tCO2 lifetime.
Full contract in place with
Quarterly reports published.

2

Stroud Target 2050 Homes

2007

2012

3

Stroud Target 2050 Businesses

2008

2012

Part of SDC’s Target 2050
programme.
Improving energy efficiency
and installation of renewable
technologies in domestic
properties through the
establishment of 40
exemplar homes, and case
studies published. 250 home
surveys and bespoke home
energy advice plans
delivered with behavioural
change programme, open
homes events, establishment
of a retrofit installer support
mechanism called Link to
Energy. Formal project
report published in 2011.
Part of SDC’s Target 2050
programme.
Improving energy efficiency
and installation of
renewables in SMEs.
Through the provision of
surveys and bespoke
improvement plans with
follow up support to install
measures and establishment
of exemplar businesses and
case studies. 93 SME’s
received support through
this programme.
Formal project report
published in 2011.
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4

Stroud Target 2050 Communities

2008

2010

Part of SDC’s Target 2050
programme.
Improving energy efficiency
and installation of
renewables in Community
buildings.
Through the provision of
surveys and bespoke
improvement plans with the
creation of case studies with
grant support. Community
involvement and
dissemination.
30 Community buildings
received support through the
programme.
Formal project report
published in 2011

5

Target 2020 (currently Target 2030
https://target2030.co.uk/?ref=t2020

2010

Ongoing.

6

South West REIP Target 2050

2009

2011

Offers a free site survey,
report and presentation,
analyzing how your business
uses energy. Recommends
energy-saving measures,
including no-cost, low-cost
and capital-cost measures,
all of which will save your
business money. There is no
obligation to install
improvements, but there are
generous grants available to
cover 35% of the installation
costs.
SDC was lead partner in this
bid to ‘rollout’ our Target
2050 homes programme
across partner areas
Gloucestershire, South
Gloucestershire and
Wiltshire.
Severn Wye Energy agency
was the delivery partner.
£370,000 of funding was
obtained by a bid to the
SWREIP with partners
providing collectively
£63,000 to provide Target
2050 surveys and
improvement reports and
develop case studies across
the whole area.
37 exemplar homes and case
studies were produced
across the area with 5 being
in the Stroud District.
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7

Pay As You Save (PAYS) Loans
Scheme

2009

2011

8

Countdown to Low Carbon Homes
Target 2050 Loans

2013

2016

Formal project report
published in 2011.
Due to the Target 2050
programme in place SDC
were selected to be one of 5
national pilots for the DECC
PAYS programme designed
to test delivery concepts for
the Green Deal
development.
Central Government
provided £500K to pay for
measures to be installed that
were identified in the Target
2050 home improvement
plans. The funding was
provided in the form of
interest free loans of up to
£10,000 repayable over up
to 25years with monthly
repayments based on the
expected savings in fuel bills.
Severn Wye Energy Agency
provided the advice and
support, SDC staff processed
the loan applications.
49 properties received loans
under this programme.
Annual repayments are
returned to central
government.
Countdown to Low Carbon
Homes was an EU project
funded through the
ERACOBUILD programme of
which Severn Wye was a
partner in the UK.
This project was looking at
how to encourage carbon
reduction retro fit in
domestic properties will the
aim of building on previous
programmes that had been
undertaken in
Gloucestershire.
The funding of retrofit works
was part of this programme
and SDC undertook to pilot a
loan scheme based on the
DECC PAYS loan scheme and
as an alternative to the
Government Green Deal but
with 4% interest added as an
investment opportunity.
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9

BEIS Central Heating Fund

2015

2016

10

Warm Homes Fund

2016

Ongoing ends
June 2020

11

Park Homes Project

2019/20

Ongoing

£150,000 was set aside as a
loan pot but although the
loan was offered for several
years only 1 loan was taken
up for a value of £10,000. As
a general principle there was
no appetite amongst
householders to take up an
interest bearing loan.
Successful bid to BEIS led by
South Gloucestershire
Council on behalf of the
Warm & Well partnership
and delivered by Severn Wye
under that scheme. For the
installation of first time
central heating to private
and social housing.
The partnership contribution
funds were used as match
funding and £1.5m was
awarded by BEIS. In the
Stroud district 72 properties
had heating installed
drawing £300,000 from the
fund, with 32 of those being
Council owned properties
which received £110,000 of
funding.
Successful bid to National
Grid Warm Homes Fund for
first time central heating
installation. Again submitted
under the Warm & Well
Partnership with SDC as the
lead partner.
Again partnership funding
used as match funding plus
additional £200,000 from the
Countywide Better Care
Fund for insulation
measures. £4.2m approved
funding to target 1,175
installs. At Q3 2019/20 761
systems had been installed
with 96 being in the Stroud
District.
Another project delivered
through the Warm & Well
partnership.
£110,000 received by SDC
from Government to spend
on health related projects
that would reduce hospital
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admissions, was invested in
this project. Working with
the GCCG statistics team it
was identified that there was
a significant older population
living in park homes with
underlying health conditions
causing frequent hospital
visits. These types of
dwellings have never been
eligible for other
government funding for
energy improvement works.
15 units have been fully
insulated with some also
having central heating
installed under the Warm
Homes Fund.
Due to the success of this
project and the demand a
bid has been submitted to
the Better Care Fund for
£400,000 for the County to
be delivered under the
Warm &Well partnership.
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Appendix B: Report from Future Focus Research
B1 - Resident Survey
The profile of the 500 interviews is shown in table 1.1 below

Area

%

Gloucester Border Areas
Stroud Central
Stroud Border Areas
Stonehouse
Dursley
Wotton-under-Edge
Berkeley
Gender
Male
Female

16%
26%
19%
10%
15%
8%
6%

Number of
respondents
80
132
95
49
77
38
29

49%
51%

245
255

21%
37%
31%
11%
1%

105
183
155
53
4

19%
79%
2%

96
393
11

94%
4%
1%

472
21
7

77%
10%
12%
<1%
100

387
50
61
2
500

Age
18 – 34
35 – 54
55 – 74
75+
Prefer not to say
Disability
Yes
No
Prefer not to say
English First Language
Yes
No
Prefer not to say
Housing Tenure
Privately owned
Privately rented
Socially rented
Prefer not to say
Total
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This section details the views and opinions from the resident survey, covering:
Attitudes and Understanding
Home Improvements
Council Incentives/Assistance

1.1

Attitudes and Understanding

Residents were asked for what reason they thought it was important to improve household
efficiency. 84% said that it was important to improve household energy efficiency because of
running costs and 53% said it was important because of climate change. Just 3% didn’t think it was
important at all (figure 1.1.1).

Females were more concerned with running costs (89% compared to 79% of men), as were those
aged 35 – 55 (89%) and those aged 56 – 75 (87%).

Females were also more concerned with climate change (58% compared to 49% of men), as were
those aged 56 – 75 (66%).

FIGURE 1.1.1

When asked how much householders could
contribute to tackling climate change through
energy efficiency, 73% think that
householders in general could contribute
(either a lot or a little) (figure 1.1.2).

This was highest amongst females (78%) and
those aged 56 – 75 (83%).
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FIGURE 1.1.2
Residents were asked whether
they considered energy
efficiency measures when it
comes to home improvements
to be a primary reason to
starting a project, something to
be integrated to enhance a
project being done for other
reasons, or not something to
consider at all. The majority
(61%) felt that energy efficient
measures were something to be
integrated to enhance a project
being done for other reasons as
opposed to the primary reason
for starting a project (20%)
(figure 1.1.3). Just 8% felt that it was not something to consider at all (figure 1.1.3). This was highest
amongst those aged 18 – 34 (26%).

FIGURE 1.1.3
When asked, 69% think that
there is enough information
available to assist in improving
the energy efficiency of their
home (figure 1.1.4). Just 17%
felt that there was not enough
information available, highest
amongst those aged 75+ (30%).

Over two thirds (68%) think that
the information is easy to find,
lowest amongst those aged 75+
(34%). Just 16% did not think it
was easy to find (figure 1.1.5).

A similar proportion (65%) also think that the information is easy to understand, lowest amongst
those aged 75+ (36%). Just 16% do not believe that it is easy to understand (figure 1.1.6).
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FIGURE 1.1.4

FIGURE 1.1.5
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FIGURE 1.1.6
Residents were asked whether they
would benefit from advice on the
energy efficiency of their home. 20%
said that they would benefit a lot and
a further 40% said that they would
benefit a little. Those aged 75+ were
most likely to say that they would
benefit a lot (28%) and those aged 18
– 34 least likely (11%). 33% did not
think they would benefit (figure
1.1.7).
There was clearly a demand for
information on energy efficiency with
many requesting information on a
variety of topics. 50% would like to see information on trusted local installers and suppliers for home
energy efficiency, 49% would like to see information on energy and cost savings that are achievable
for my home, 46% on DIY home energy efficiency measures and 44% on information about funding
energy efficiency measures (figure 1.1.8).
Over a half (52%) said that the Council should be responsible for providing the required information
on energy efficiency (figure 1.1.9).
FIGURE 1.1.7
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FIGURE 1.1.8

FIGURE 1.1.9
Residents were then given a
list of attributes and asked
how important each was in
terms of home improvements.
The most important factors
when considering home
improvements were health
(98% very or fairly important),
comfort (98%) and lower
running costs (97%). The least
important was opportunities to
generate income (49%)
(figures 1.1.10 and 1.1.11).
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FIGURE 1.1.10

FIGURE 1.1.11
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When asked about the wider benefits to society as a whole of improving their energy efficiency, all
listed benefits were considered to be either very or fairly important to the vast majority of residents
(at least 94%) (figure 1.1.12).

FIGURE 1.1.12

Residents were asked whether they think that energy efficiency improvements pay for themselves
over time through the savings they can make on bills. 43% felt that all energy efficiency
improvements pay for themselves over time and a further 13% felt that only certain improvements
pay for themselves (either the cheaper ones or the expensive ones).
18% did not think that any improvements pay for themselves at all (figure 1.1.13).
Over a half (56%) said that they would only invest in energy improvements that saved them money
or generated income, highest amongst men (60%), those aged 18 – 34 (62%) and those aged 35 – 55
(64%) (figure 1.1.14).
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FIGURE 1.1.13

FIGURE 1.1.14
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1.2

Home Improvements

Residents were asked whether they had installed any energy efficiency improvements to their home
in the last 5 years. 39% said that they had (figure 1.2.1).
FIGURE 1.2.1

Of those who had made improvements, 39% spent between £1,001 and £5,000 and 30% spent
between £5,001 and £10,000 (figure 3.16), with the majority (87%) financed the improvements
through their own savings (figure 1.2.2).
There were mixed views when asked how long they thought it would take to recover the investment
through energy savings, the most popular being 1 - 5 years (26%).
27% did not know (figure 1.2.3).
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FIGURE 1.2.2

FIGURE 1.2.3
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FIGURE 1.2.4

Of those who had not installed any of the improvements the main reasons were happy with what
I’ve got (39%), other spending priorities (25%) and cost (21%). The majority of those saying Other
were tenants (figure 1.2.5).

FIGURE 1.2.5
Residents were asked how
much personal investment
in energy efficiency project
they though the average
household should be
looking to make now, over
the next five years and over
the next ten years. 40% felt
that the average household
should make at least some
investment in the next 2
years, 43% in the next 5
years and 41% in the next
10 years. A high proportion
(over 40%) did not know
how much investment the
average household should
make in the short, medium and long term (figure 1.2.6).
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FIGURE 1.2.6

Homeowners were then asked how likely they were to invest in energy efficiency projects for their
home this year, over the next 3 years, within the next 5 years and within the next 10 years. Just 18%
said that they were either very or quite likely to invest in energy efficiency projects this year. This
increased for future years to 46% in the next 3 years, 46% in the next 5 years and 41% in the next 10
years. The percentage who did not know their likelihood of investing increased with time from 7%
this year to 38% when asked about the next 10 years (figure 1.2.7).
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FIGURE 1.2.7

Just 46 people said that it was unlikely that they would invest at any time. The main reason given
was happy with what I’ve got (54%).
Those who said they were likely to invest at some point on home improvements were asked how
much they were likely to spend in the short, medium and long term. 61% had not forecast any
spend on home improvements this year. While the percentage forecasting no investment decreased
over the time to just 11% within 5 years and 10 years, the percentage who did not know their
forecast spend increased with time to 60% when asked about the next 10 years (see figure 1.2.8).
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FIGURE 1.2.8

Residents were given a list and asked how likely each were to influence their investment in energy
efficiency for their home. The main influence on investment was financial incentives with 65% very
likely or quite likely to be influenced by this. This was followed by services to identify projects that fit
their needs (55%) (figure 1.2.9).
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FIGURE 1.2.9

1.3

Council Incentives/Assistance

Residents were asked whether Council tax incentives should be use a way to encourage people to
improve their home energy efficiency. 53% felt that Council tax incentives should be used, highest
amongst those aged 56 – 75 (63%) (figure 1.3.1).

FIGURE 1.3.1
When asked, 32% said that they would be prepared
to pay more Council tax if they could recover the cost
through a home energy efficiency project, highest
amongst those aged 56 – 75 (40%) and lowest
amongst those aged 75+ (19%). 58% said that they
would not pay more (figure 1.3.2).
Of those who said that they accept an increase, 33%
would accept 2%. 17% were happy to accept an
increase of more than 3% (figure 1.3.3).
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Figure 1.3.2

FIGURE 1.3.3
Residents were then asked, if
Council tax increases were used
to provide services or grants
that were open to all via an
application process (so not
automatically available to
everyone who paid the
increase) whether this would
seem fair. Just 27% felt that it
would be fair, highest amongst
those aged 56 – 75 (36%). 63%
did not think this to be fair
(figure 1.3.4).
Residents were also asked
whether they thought only high
tax band households should pay
to subsidise schemes available for anyone to apply. Just 14% agreed, much higher amongst those
aged 18 – 34 (31%). 74% did not agree (figure 1.3.5).
40% agreed that if you pay to improve the efficiency of your home then your Council tax should be
lower than similar less well performing properties, highest amongst those aged 56 – 75 (47%). 51%
did not agree (figure 1.3.6).
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FIGURE 1.3.4

FIGURE 1.3.5

FIGURE 1.3.6
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Figure 1.3.6
When asked
about Council
provision, 94%
felt that it was
important for
the Council to
ensure
availability of
grants to fund
energy
project. All
other
provisions
were thought
to be
important by
over two
thirds of
residents
(figure 1.3.7).

FIGURE 1.3.7
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B2 - Business Survey
The profile of the 200 interviews is shown in table 2.1 below

Business Sector
Retail and Wholesale
Manufacturing and Engineering
Professional Services
Hospitality and Leisure
Construction and Building
Services
Business Services
Transport, storage and
distribution
Health and Social Work
Personal Services
Agriculture and Fishing
Travel and Tourism
Education
IT and Telecoms
Energy and Water
Real estate
Total

%
29%
14%
8%
11%
9%

No. of responses
58
27
15
22
18

8%
7%

16
13

1%
3%
2%
1%
4%
3%
1%
<1%
100

2
6
4
2
8
6
2
1
200

Number of employees
%
No. of responses
One
11
22
2–4
36
72
5–9
23
46
10 – 25
22
44
26 – 50
6
12
51 – 100
2
4
Total
100
200
Table 2.1
Where there are differences between businesses of different sizes (less than 10 employees
v 10 or more), these have been highlighted in the report, although caution should be taken
due to the small sample size.
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This section details the views and opinions from the businesses survey,
covering:
Attitudes and Understanding
Business Premises Improvements
Council Incentives/Assistance

2.1

Attitudes and Understanding

When asked how much businesses could contribute to tackling climate change through
energy efficiency, 94% think that businesses in general could contribute either a lot or a little
(figure 2.1.1)
FIGURE 2.1.1
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Just 3% knew the Energy Performance Rating of their business (figure 2.1.2). Of the 6
businesses who knew: 4 said C, 2 said lower than an F.
FIGURE 2.1.2

When asked, 50% of businesses think that there is enough information available to assist in
improving the energy efficiency of their business. 25% felt that there was not enough
information available (figure 2.1.3).
There was some demand for information on energy efficiency with around a third of
businesses requesting information of a variety of topics. 32% would like to see information
on energy and cost savings that are achievable for my businesses, 32% on trusted local
installers and suppliers for business premises energy efficiency, 32% on experiences and
reviews of how other businesses have improved energy efficiency of their business premises
and 28% on information about funding energy efficiency measures (figure 2.1.4).
When asked who should be responsible for providing this information on energy efficiency,
62% said that the internet/google should be responsible and 31% said that it should be the
Council (figure 2.1.5).
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FIGURE 2.1.3

FIGURE 2.1.4
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FIGURE 2.1.5
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2.2

Business Premises Improvements

When asked, 28% of businesses said that they had identified energy efficiency
improvements to their business that they plan to undertake (figure2.2.1).
FIGURE 2.2.1

Just 3% said that they had identified energy efficiency improvements to their business that
they DO NOT plan to undertake. Of the 6 businesses who said they had, the reasons given
were: landlord/tenant not cooperative (4), cost (2), too long a payback period (6) and impact
and disruption to business (4) (businesses could give more than one reason).

Businesses were then asked how likely they were to invest in energy efficiency projects for
their business premises this year, over the next 3 years, within the next 5 years and within
the next 10 years. Just 9% said that they were either very or quite likely to invest in energy
efficiency projects this year. This increased to 18% in the next 3 years and then fell to 6%
and 7% for within 5 years and within 10 years. The percentage who did not know their
likelihood of investing increased with time from 0% this year to 31% when asked about the
next 10 years (figure 2.2.2).
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FIGURE 2.2.2

Those who said they were likely to invest in the short, medium and long term on business
premises improvements were asked how much they were likely to spend. 53% said they
would spend up to £1,000 this year. The percentage who did not know their forecast spend
increased with time from 0% this year to 71% in the next 10 years (figure 2.2.3).
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FIGURE 2.2.3

Businesses were given a list and asked how likely each were to influence their investment in
energy efficiency for their business. The main influence on investment was financial
incentives with 46% very likely or quite likely to be influenced by this (figure 2.2.4 and figure
2.2.5).
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FIGURE 2.2.4
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FIGURE 2.2.5
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2.3

Council Incentives/Assistance

67% of the businesses interviewed said that they pay business rates.
Businesses were asked whether Business rate incentives should be use a way to encourage
people to improve their business premises energy efficiency. 61% think that they should be
used (figure 2.3.1). This increased to 78% amongst business with over 10 employees.
FIGURE 2.3.1

Businesses were then asked, if business rates increases were used to provide services or
grants that were open to all via an application process (so not automatically available to
everyone who paid the increase) whether this would seem fair. Just 21% felt that it would be
fair, increasing to 28% of business with more than 10 employees. 61% did not think this to
be fair (figure 2.3.2).
40% agreed that if you pay to improve the efficiency of your business then your business
rates should be lower than similar less well performing premises. This increased to 75% of
businesses with more than 10 employees (figure 2.3.3).
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FIGURE 2.3.2
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FIGURE 2.3.3
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Appendix C: Report from Envoy Partnership
C1 - Introduction to Social Return on Investment and Social Value
Social Return on Investment (SROI) is a framework for evaluating and accounting for a project or
organisation’s impact. It draws on sustainability accounting and traditional return on investment
approaches, and is based on seven principles:50
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Involve stakeholders
Understand what changes
Value the things that matter
Only include what is material.
Do not over-claim
Be transparent
Verify the result

Key to the SROI framework is the focus on social value, i.e. the monetisation of social and
environmental outcomes as well as economic outcomes. In addition, the SROI framework focuses on
the consideration of how much change a project can claim credit for, and the involvement of
stakeholders – and specifically those affected by a project – in identifying the outcomes that arise.

The SROI guide was published in 2009 by Social Value UK (SVUK) – then known as the SROI Network
– and updated in 2012.51 Since then, the concept of social value has gained a significant momentum
in the UK.

The Social Value Act (“the Public Services (Social Value) Act”) was passed in 2012 and came into
force in 2013. It requires commissioners of public services, including local authorities, to consider
social and environmental value alongside economic benefits.52 In 2019, the Department for Culture,
Media and Sport ran a consultation on social value in government procurement, with results
expected soon.53

50

SVUK, http://www.socialvalueuk.org/what-is-social-value/the-principles-of-social-value/
SVUK, A guide to Social Return on Investment,
http://www.socialvalueuk.org/app/uploads/2016/03/The%20Guide%20to%20Social%20Return%20on%20Inve
stment%202015.pdf
51

52

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/social-value-act-introductory-guide

53

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/social-value-in-government-procurement
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In 2020, four separate sector-bodies launched reports or working groups on social value for their
sectors:






In April 2020, the UK Green Building Council (UKGBC) published guidance on measuring
social value of buildings and places.54
In May 2020, the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) published a Social Value Toolkit
for architecture.55
In June 2020, the Institute for Civil Engineers published a report on Maximising Social Value
from Infrastructure Projects in conjunction with useful projects.56
Also in June 2020, UKGBC launched a Task Group to define social value for the built
environment.57
In July 2020, the Construction Innovation Hub announced the development of a Value
Toolkit and a suite of tools to help measure value across the ‘five capitals’: natural, social,
human, manufactured, and financial58.

This shows a clear and significant increase in energy and momentum behind the concept of social
value, particularly around the built environment.

Current Evaluation Practice in carbon neutral and energy efficiency projects
Envoy Partnership interviewed 12 experts in carbon neutral and energy efficiency projects, and
reviewed a further 25 projects from local authorities and government departments as part of a rapid
literature review.
There are several commonalities among the evaluation reports reviewed. The majority of the
evaluation reports give:
•
The total investment in the project
•
Output figures, such as number of installations overall and types of installation (e.g. loft
insulation, wall cavity insulation) and number of properties affected,
•
Outcome figures, such as projections of monetary savings and energy / carbon savings
Most do not look at the health impact of projects, although there are examples of reports that look
at the health implications of houses that are not energy efficient, and how the health of the
54

https://www.ukgbc.org/ukgbc-work/delivering-social-value-measurement/

55

https://www.architecture.com/-/media/GatherContent/Social-Value-Toolkit-forArchitecture/Additional-Documents/RIBAUoR-Social-Value-Toolkit-2020pdf.pdf
56

https://usefulprojects.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2020/01/Maximising_social_value_from_infrastructure_projects_v1.1.pdf
57

https://www.ukgbc.org/news/ukgbc-task-group-to-define-social-value-for-the-built-environment/

58

https://constructioninnovationhub.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2020/07/20200715_BR_09_ValueFrameworkReport_Digital_Pages.pdf
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residents in these houses has improved – especially those who suffer conditions which are worsened
by the cold.
While most of the outcomes in the reports reviewed are projected based on expected reductions in
energy use, some evaluations incorporated surveys with residents or occupiers who had work
undertaken on their property.

Enthusiasm for SROI
The interviews with experts in carbon neutral and energy efficiency projects demonstrated an
appetite for making evaluation more rigorous and more holistic. Most thought that the SROI
approach had merit and would be attractive.
Some also believed that there was an opportunity for Stroud District Council – perceived as an early
adopter – to pilot an SROI approach, which might help the approach to become more mainstream.
This is discussed in more detail on page 129.

C2 – Feasibility of applying SROI to carbon neutral and energy
efficiency projects
The feasibility analysis has identified a set of factors that support the application of the SROI process,
and a set of barriers to the application of the SROI process. These are set out in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1: SUPPORTING FACTORS AND BARRIERS TO SROI
Factors supporting the application of the SROI
process

Barriers to the application of the SROI process

 A strong evidence base about the likely
 Decision making processes within local
economic, environmental and social impact of
authorities that are focused on financial and
some interventions.
economic factors only, and/or are focused on
short-term benefits.
 Availability of recognised valuation
techniques for health and environmental
outcomes.

 The range of different funding pots, with
varying types of reporting requirements.

 Growing momentum for social value in
related sectors such as construction and
building design.

 The level of resources available to local
authorities to invest in evaluation when it is
not funded as part of a project.

 An increased focus on ‘climate emergency’
among many local authorities, and a
recognition that evaluation methods can be
improved.

 The challenges of data collection.
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It is the view of the evaluators that SROI is feasible for carbon neutral and energy efficiency
projects, and that an SROI approach can be designed that addresses the barriers identified.

This study includes recommendations on the features of an SROI approach that are likely to improve
its success, how a phased approach could be applied to introducing SROI components to evaluation
practice, and a step-by-step outline methodology for SROI. These are discussed below.

Suggested features of an SROI approach
We suggest that an SROI is more likely to be successful if it is underpinned by a set of features, as
follows:
1. Use a set of standardised approaches for measuring and valuing health and environmental
outcomes. Most interview participants believed that a set of standardised approaches for
the main outcomes would help build credibility in the SROI approach, and there is a growing
body of measurement and valuation tools that can be used in social value and SROI
evaluations. There are three areas where these will be particularly useful:
a. Projecting long-term health outcomes that arise from environmental changes such
as improved housing, for example, the HIDEEM model.59 This will allow the likely
change in health to be incorporated in a consistent way, using the language and
discipline of public health and the NHS.
b. Placing a monetary value on health and well-being outcomes. There are several
approaches to valuing health and well-being; the approach favoured by the NHS is
the use of Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs).60 Using QALYs to compare and
monetise health outcomes will help ensure that the analysis is relatable to central
government, public health and NHS audiences.
c. Placing a monetary value on avoided carbon emissions, where central government’s
methodology can be used.61
2. Allow tailoring of aspects of the approach to reflect different projects. While the SROIs
would benefit from a standardised approach to projecting long-term health outcomes, and
the monetisation of health and environmental outcomes, there are other areas where
standardisation is less important. Furthermore, too much of an emphasis on standardisation
may mean that an SROI fails to capture the variations in how projects may affect the shortterm well-being of people affected, or how rural and urban environments lead to different
types of outcomes. A focus on stakeholder involvement will help identify where the
analyses can be tailored.

59

See page 118 for more details
See page 119 for more details.
61
See page 118 for more details.
60
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3. Engage partners throughout the process. The SROIs are likely to be stronger if various
project partners can be engaged. For example:
a. Energy providers may be able to support with the provision of anonymised data on
energy usage.
b. Providers of social housing may be able to help engage tenants in the research, and
provide insight into the outcomes created.
c. Public health departments may be able to provide benchmark health data, and
support with the measurement of health outcomes and the reviewing of calculations
around health value.
d. There may also be other partners who can help with technology solutions, such as
providing an app for residents to capture and submit data on energy usage.

A phased approach to introducing SROI components
The next chapter outlines in detail how the SROI approach might be applied to carbon saving and
energy efficiency projects. However, in some instances it might be too big a step to move straight to
an SROI approach, and some projects might be small enough that a full SROI approach would be
disproportionate. In these instances, a number of steps could be taken to move the evaluation
towards the SROI framework, without adopting the SROI framework in full.

Our recommended steps are laid out below, in order of priority.
-

-

-

-

Step 1: Incorporate health outcomes. Long-term health outcomes arising from projects
are more straightforward than some other areas to incorporate into analyses, and
represent a ‘quick win’.
Step 2: Move from forecasting to measuring changes in energy use. Many evaluations
focus on how projects are expected to change energy consumption. Measuring actual
changes in energy use will require overcoming challenges. However, energy use is
ultimately the most important metric for most carbon neutral and energy efficiency
projects, and will need to be captured in at least some scenarios for an evaluative
SROI.62
Step 3: Involve stakeholders in the analysis. This will allow the nuances of individual
projects to be better understood, and will allow for the incorporate of outcomes such as
changes in well-being.
Step 4: Increase the focus on impact. In SROI, ‘impact’ is the difference between the
change that has been measured, and the change that is actually down to the project
being evaluated. It takes account of what would have happened anyway (known as
‘deadweight’) and other factors such as attribution. To create a credible SROI ratio,
these factors will need to be incorporated carefully – particularly to longer-term
outcomes.

62

There are two types of SROI: forecast SROIs forecast the likely social value, while evaluative SROIs measure
the actual change – and therefore social value – created. In reality most evaluative SROIs include a degree of
forecast data, such as changes in long-term health.
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C3 – Outline SROI methodology
This section sets out how the full SROI framework might be applied to carbon neutral and energy
efficiency projects. It outlines the research that would be needed, some of the key issues that would
need to be addressed, and some of the best practice that Stroud could draw on for each of the six
SROI stages as defined in the Guide to SROI.63

1. Establishing Scope and Identifying Key Stakeholders
SROI requires the mapping of stakeholders (be they people, groups of people, or organisations) that
are affected by an intervention. This will involve identifying stakeholders that are directly affected by
a project and those that are indirectly affected.

Identifying the main stakeholder groups might be relatively straightforward. For example, projects to
improve the insulation of residential buildings might have the following stakeholder groups who are
affected directly:




Residents with responsibility for energy bills,
Residents without responsibility for energy bills (e.g. dependents of bill payers),
The environment, which benefits from lower carbon emissions if energy use is reduced. (The
“environment” is sometimes considered as a proxy for the ‘global population’ or ‘future
generations’ – all those who would be affected by climate change).

Depending on the nature of the intervention, further stakeholders might be added, such as:



The NHS, if the project leads to warmer homes and healthier residents and leads to less
demand on NHS services,
The landlord, if the resident is a social housing tenant and is less likely to fall into rent
arrears due to savings on energy.

However, in many cases it will be necessary to divide these stakeholders into sub-groups. For
example, while all ‘residents with responsibility for energy bills’ may benefit from cost savings, those
in poverty may also benefit from reduced anxiety about money. Reduced damp in housing – and the
associated health benefits – is likely to only apply to those who were not able to satisfactorily heat
their home before the project. In addition, outcomes might be more significant for those who are in
the home more, such as children, elderly people and disabled people (who may also be more
vulnerable to damp-related health conditions).

63

SVUK, A guide to Social Return on Investment, pages 9-10.
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The stakeholder list would then need to be revised through a materiality test – which would seek to
identify which of the stakeholders experience material outcomes, and which therefore need to be
accounted for in the evaluation. 64

2. Mapping Outcomes
The second stage of SROI involves the creation of an Impact Map, which shows the material
outcomes that are experienced by stakeholders.
Some evaluations involve identifying outcomes through secondary research or by focusing on the
objectives of the project. This approach allows a calculation of social value (and it may be that
Stroud chooses to take this approach initially) but it will not fully account for the wider unintended
outcomes – both positive and negative.
The SROI guidance set out by Social Value UK specifies the need to engage stakeholders in
qualitative research before the development of the Impact Map. This stakeholder engagement has a
number of objectives:





To identify the outcomes achieved for – and experienced by – each material stakeholder
group.
To build an understanding of how these outcomes are achieved, i.e. the drivers of change,
the contribution of the project and any other factors, and the involvement of other factors
beyond the scope of the research.
To understand how stakeholders describe and value the outcomes identified to enable
better identification of indicators and proxies in stage three.65

The scale of qualitative research required would depend on the scale of the project and the range of
stakeholder groups affected. It may also depend on the purpose of the evaluation; if the intention is
to build an SROI model for a pilot project that could then be applied more widely, then a greater
quantity of research might be considered. As a general rule, SROI uses the saturation principle –
once the research stops identifying new things, then enough research has been completed (for the
stakeholder group in question).

64

Materiality is an accountancy term to help determine whether information needs to be measured and
incorporated into a set of accounts. In practice it helps ensure that the scope of an evaluation can be kept
realistic and helps ensure measurement is focused on the most relevant and significant areas. Information is
judged to be material based on its relevance and significant, and if its omission has the potential to affect the
readers’ or stakeholders’ decisions.
65
‘Indicators’ are ways of knowing that change has occurred, and ‘proxies’ are financial approximations of the
value of an outcome
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Qualitative research in SROI is usually based on a ‘semi-structured questionnaire’ – also referred to
as a ‘discussion guide’. This might cover areas such as:






Experience of the project itself,
Perceived changes (‘outcomes’) created by the project for the stakeholder – positive and
negative, short-term and long-term,
Perceived changes for other stakeholder groups (such as the participant’s children),
How the direct, short-term outcomes might lead on to longer-term outcomes for
stakeholders,
The relative value of the benefits for stakeholders.

Interviews will necessarily involve the collection – and processing – of personal data. The interviews
will go beyond the kind of customer feedback that might be considered a core part of the project –
and consent to take part in the interviews will therefore be required. Generally, in SROI the feedback
from stakeholders is presented on an anonymous basis – i.e. quotes from the interviews might be
used, but they would not be ascribed to the individual in question. Whatever the chosen approach –
it will need to be outlined clearly in the interview consent question.

Analysis methods
We recommend a formal thematic analysis process for interview transcripts. The first phase will start
with inductive coding, which means the themes are allowed to emerge from the data. This minimises
the risk of missing themes based on preconceptions about the outcomes. Afterwards, the data can
be revisited, this time using a deductive approach in which the data is analysed based on the
research questions and the preliminary Impact Map – (see details below).

Impact Map
SROI requires the creation of an Impact Map. An Impact Map is the foundation of the later analysis,
and identifies the important stakeholders, inputs, activities, outputs and outcomes that arise from
the Initiative. The Impact Map will need to incorporate both the immediate, direct impacts of the
project, and the indirect, longer-term impacts (such as contribution to reducing climate change). It
will also explore how different stakeholder groups are affected in different ways by the project.

If qualitative research is conducted, then this will form the foundation of the Impact Map. However,
secondary data will need to be used to project some of the longer-term outcomes. For example, the
long-term impact of living in a home that is damp-free – and the health benefits that are created –
are not likely to have been experienced by the stakeholders within the timeframe of the evaluation.
They would therefore need to be calculated on the basis of measurements of short-term change
(such as thermal comfort) combined with other literature that projects the long-term health
outcomes.

Our recommendation is that the Impact Map can be created in two formats.
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1. A logic model format. This is the format used in the SROI guide. It presents the inputs,
activities, outputs and outcomes that arise from each stakeholder group in a grid. It enables
information to be understood very quickly and enables a complex theory to be summarised
into basic categories.
2. A theory of change format. This presents the outcomes and intermediary outcomes and,
unlike a logic model, articulates why the outcomes are achieved and how one change leads
to another change. They can be useful for helping understand the different pre-conditions
that exist (and need to be measured), and for helping understand any potential barriers to
change. An example theory of change can be seen in Error! Reference source not found..
The Impact Map might be developed in three stages:
1. An initial draft can be developed based on carbon neutral and energy efficiency projects that
have been completed in the past, together with evidence from interviews conducted for this
study, and evidence from other secondary sources.
2. The draft can be revised based on any qualitative research conducted as part of the SROI.
3. A final draft can be created once the SROI analysis is complete. While any changes to this
draft would not be reflected in the SROI calculations, it would allow for any future studies to
draw on any additional insight gathered during the remainder of the evaluation.
The Impact Map should bring a number of benefits for the analysis. It will:





Provide a visual demonstration of how the project benefits different stakeholders,
Bring clarity to how short-term changes are expected to lead to long-term social and
environmental benefits.
Provide the foundation for SROI calculations by identifying material outcomes to be
measured and valued,
Help inform judgements around deadweight, attribution and displacement (see page 119)
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Figure 2: Example Theory of Change, community-based adaptation to climate change in Dakoro,
Niger

3. Evidencing Outcomes and giving them a Value
Once the stakeholder engagement is complete and the Impact Map drafted, a quantitative data
collection process will need to be initiated to quantify outcomes defined in the Impact Map.

The purpose of the data collection process is as follows:



Collect evidence as to how much change is created for each outcome identified in section 2,
Collect evidence as to the levels of deadweight, attribution and displacement (needed in
section 4),
 Collect evidence as to the likely benefit period and drop off for outcomes,
 Collect evidence as to the value to the stakeholder of each outcome identified in section 2 –
particularly if non-standard monetary values are to be used.
A combination of primary and secondary research would be undertaken in order to achieve these
objectives.
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Evidencing Outcomes
According to the SROI guidance published by Social Value UK, the quantitative data collection
process should begin once the outcomes have been identified through the qualitative research.
Therefore, data collection tools for new primary data collection will be designed after stage two is
complete, so that the understanding of change developed through the stakeholder engagement can
inform their design.

However, some of the outcomes of carbon neutral and energy efficiency projects are known already
– such as reductions in carbon emissions. Quantitative data collection for these outcomes can
therefore begin at the beginning of the project.

The research conducted as part of this feasibility analysis suggests that some standardised
approaches to monetising outcomes would help with the credibility of the research. We therefore
recommend the following approaches:

Measuring carbon emissions
Environmental outcomes such as reduction in energy use and carbon emissions should be measured
using the UK Government’s supplementary guidance to the Green Book.66 The guidance also outlines
methods for valuing air quality – although changes in air quality may not be material.

Measuring carbon emissions will depend on measuring energy use. The interviews conducted as part
of the feasibility assessment highlight some of the challenges with this. We recommend two
approaches:
1. Incentivising both residential and commercial beneficiaries of energy efficiency measures to
share energy use data with the council for a period of time after the project is complete (for
example, one year after the project is complete).
2. Attempt to establish a data-sharing agreement with local energy suppliers (if a particular
supplier is responsible for a set of properties that will benefit from the initiatives) so that
anonymised data can be shared with the council. We recognise that this may be challenging
to achieve, but it is worth pursuing as it would significantly increase the ease and robustness
of the analysis.

Measuring health outcomes
Short-term and long-term changes in health could be considered separately. For short-term changes
in health, tools such as EQ-5D might be used,67 although we recommend that the public health team
66

Valuation of energy use and greenhouse gas, Supplementary guidance to the HM Treasury Green Book on
Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government,
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/794737/
valuation-of-energy-use-and-greenhouse-gas-emissions-for-appraisal-2018.pdf
67
https://euroqol.org/
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and local clinical commissioning group are consulted, as they may be able to advise and support on
local health measurement.

Longer-term health outcomes arising through improvements to domestic homes can be measured
and converted into Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) using the HIDEEM model.68,69,70 This shows
the health benefits of interventions such as loft insulation or replacement boilers (see Figure 2).

Measuring well-being
The What Works Centre for Wellbeing has guidance on various approaches to measuring wellbeing.71 The best approach will depend on the stakeholders involved and the nature of the changes
in well-being, but as a starting point we recommend the Short Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing
Scale (SWEMWBS).72 This is a validated tool that is increasingly being used as an accessible tool to
measure well-being. The research would need to be conducted by a licensed organisation.73

68

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/energy-models/models/hideem
The HIDEEM model is also referenced in: DECC, Fuel Poverty: a Framework for Future Action – Analytical
Annex.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/211137/f
uel_poverty_strategic_framework_analytical_annex.pdf
70
Particular thanks to Jon Bird, Dorset County Council and Public Health Dorset for assistance with sourcing
the HIDEEM model.
71
See: https://whatworkswellbeing.org/about-us/
72
See: https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/med/research/platform/wemwbs/using/howto/
73
Envoy Partnership holds a commercial license for use of WEMWBS and SWEMWBS. Stroud District Council
could apply for a non-commercial license here:
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/med/research/platform/wemwbs/using/register/
69
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Figure 2: Health analysis of interventions74

Valuing outcomes
One of the main differences between SROI and other types of social and environmental impact
evaluations, is that in SROI the social outcomes (such as well-being) need to be monetised. This
involves using a financial approximation (or ‘proxy’) for each outcome, so that it can be expressed in
a monetary figure.
Our recommendations for monetisation of outcomes are as follows:


The SROI can draw on the UK Government’s supplementary guidance to the Green Book
(highlighted in the previous chapter), which contains information on monetising carbon
emissions as well as quantifying them.
 Tools such as EQ-5D and the HIDEEM model will give health changes in QALYs. QALYs can
then be converted into a monetary value – we recommend either using the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) cost-effectiveness threshold of £20,000 £30,000 per QALY per year, or the UK Green Book’s value of £60,000 per QALY per year. This
will depend on the audience in mind, but our expectation is that the NICE figure is likely to
be more useful in engaging local health partners.75
Short-term well-being outcomes can also be valued using a healthcare economics approach. Wellbeing can be converted into QALYs using research from the Centre for Mental Health. This involves

74

DECC, Fuel Poverty: a Framework for Future Action – Analytical Annex, table 45, page 84. This draws on the
HIDEEM model.
75
Different approaches to valuing QALYs are discussed in one or our blogs:
https://envoypartnership.com/2020/06/10/quality-adjusted-life-years-qalys-in-social-return-on-investmentsroi/
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equating the difference between 0% well-being and 100% as 0.352 QALYs. This approach is
outlined in more detail in a document co-written by Envoy Partnership.76

All of these suggested valuation approaches are subject to change based on the requirements of the
funders, or feedback from the qualitative research.

4. Establishing Impact
‘Impact’ is a measure of the difference that a project, organisation or programme has made. In SROI
the impact is considered to be the measurement of the different outcomes for different
stakeholders, compared with the likely level of outcome in the absence of the project (known as
deadweight), and taking into account the contribution of other factors (known as attribution), and
any displacement (where an outcome comes at the expense of another outcome, for example if an
employment programme leads to some people getting jobs at the expense of other people).

Many evaluations pay minimal attention to the concept of impact, and rely on a few stakeholder
interviews to make estimates. It is our belief that the SROI must take a rigorous and robust approach
to impact in order to ensure credibility for the work and to persuade stakeholders in the local
authority and further afield.

Approaches to impact will depend on the outcomes identified in the Impact Map, but we
recommend a number of principles:






Control groups should be set up when possible. For example, if energy efficiency projects are
being applied to a certain set of buildings in the short term, and a second set of buildings in
the medium term, then the second set of buildings can be used as a control group in the
short term when measuring energy usage.
Interviews with beneficiaries in the qualitative research stage will help us build an
understanding of the likely timescale for outcomes, and how much other influences have
been a factor.
The Homes and Communities Agency has some guidance on additionality that can be used in
the absence of any more tailored research.77

76

New Economy Manchester, New Economy Working Paper 008, page 29: https://envoypartnership.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/05/social_value.pdf
77
See: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/additionality-guide
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5. Calculating the Social Value / SROI
Social Value UK has a template impact map (referred to as a ‘value map’ by Social Value UK)
available on their website.78 Envoy Partnership also has an excel-based impact map that we can
share with the council.

The impact map will form the foundation of the calculations to be conducted, which will include:





The amount of change for each outcome,
The total social value created by the project,
The Social Return on Investment ratio,
The sensitivity of the calculations to key assumptions and data components.

6. Reporting, Using and Embedding
The reporting of the SROI results will depend on the project requirements and any communication
plans that Stroud District Council has. As a general rule, we recommend that an SROI report covers
the following areas:







Details of the methodology,
Outcomes created by the project for different stakeholders, and the Impact Map,
Details of the data collection processes and analysis of the data,
Details of the calculations undertaken, and the results of the calculations,
Quotations from stakeholders,
An Executive Summary.

C4 – Interview Findings
A. Methodology
Envoy Partnership conducted qualitative semi-structured interviews with 12 experts in carbon
neutral and energy efficiency projects, based at local authorities in the UK. Interviews were
conducted by telephone, Microsoft Teams, or Zoom, between August 3rd and August 18th, 2020.
They lasted between 30 and 60 minutes in total. The local authorities involved are shown in Figure 5.

B. Findings
History of carbon neutral and energy efficiency projects
The priorities, funding streams, and language used for carbon neutral and energy efficiency projects
has evolved over time. Those who have worked in local authorities for several years pointed out the
different ways in which they sourced funding for projects over time and the different priorities that
they had needed to meet.

78

http://www.socialvalueuk.org/resource/blank-value-map/
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The main priorities of these programmes have traditionally been reduction in carbon emissions, fuel
poverty, healthy homes (particularly for domestic programmes), air quality (particularly for lowemission and electric vehicles), and local economic growth. Programmes have been framed through
‘fuel poverty reduction’, ‘sustainability’, and others.
“The analogy I use is a three-legged stool – carbon reduction, health benefits, economic
benefits.”

The recent recognition of ‘climate emergency’ has again changed the thinking, priorities, and
language used around carbon neutral and energy efficiency projects. However, rather than just
being another change in language and framing, ‘climate emergency’ has injected momentum into
the area and changed some of the fundamentals around these projects. Several local authorities
have passed ‘climate emergency’ motions, giving weight to projects within the organisations. Many
have recruited people specifically to focus on climate emergency. Several people who were
interviewed spoke about how it is much easier now than in the past to get buy-in for projects that
fall under the ‘climate emergency’ banner.
“For the first time in my career my work has become socially acceptable in the local
authority… it’s become easier to have conversations with site owners in enterprise zone. We
can talk about carbon savings, and things like BREAM, as selling points. But just two years
ago the response would be ‘can you sort this out and take it away’… when we were hoping to
invest in a [carbon saving project] six years ago – ‘laughed out the room’ was the best way to
describe the reaction.”

“These are projects we had at the council already, but they were not put in context of climate
change. They are now looked at holistically. I think they were siloed before”

Participants attributed this change partly to high profile activists and personalities: the ‘Greta
[Thunberg] effect’, Extinction Rebellion, and the ‘David Attenborough effect’. More recently, the
impact of the Covid-19 lockdown on areas such as clean air has also had an effect.
“The best thing that could have happened was Extinction Rebellion coming and lobbying for
climate emergency declarations. You might not like all their efforts – I’d agree with that – but
you now have the scenario where you have climate emergency declarations, and because
they’re made at the elected members level they have weight.”

“We engaged with local groups like Extinction Rebellion, Friends of the Earth. There was a
demand for us to act, and that led to very positive actions, like my role being created.”

“The Covid-19 situation – we’ve seen the impact of active travel, the desire for cleaner air.
People don’t want to lose that.”
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Local authority decision making process
The view of most interview participants was that – traditionally – it can be hard to persuade
colleagues with responsibility for finance and procurement of the benefits of approaches that focus
on social and environmental benefits, rather than just economic. This is partly to do with the difficult
financial situation that councils have faced for many years, and partly because more traditional ways
of assessing projects are entrenched.
“Councils have to try and save money. Changing councils’ approach to procurement is like
trying to turn an oil tanker round.”

“My concern – through the lens of local authority procurement – is how much weight are we
actually permitted to put on social element in a procurement process given the underlying
legislation governing procurement. We don’t have complete freedom to say, for example,
‘our evaluation criteria are going to be 100% social, 0% financial’, not that anybody would…
there’s inevitably a tension when you’ve got an issue – climate change – that comes along
and says ‘look I’m really important’, and the organisation says there’s a whole bunch of other
stuff that remains important… so in a local authority context where money is tight, it’s very
hard to casually say ‘we’ve got a new agenda everyone, we’ve got to jump to it’... [but]
established officers who’ve been in post for a long time are not used to some of the issues.
Someone like me says ‘look this has to be net zero carbon’, everyone looks at me a bit blank
and then finds out how much it costs. Then the organisational push back is ‘we can’t afford
to do the zero-carbon thing as it looks expensive and difficult and risky’”.

Furthermore, there is an incentive for decision makers to focus on the benefits to the budgets that
they have responsibility for. Benefits that fall to other parts of the public sector are not necessarily
considered.
“Take that zero carbon building which delivers lower asthma for kids in the households, and
the NHS saves some money, you can model that, and you can put that on a diagram and
everyone can nod and say ‘yes that makes sense’, but it’s someone else’s budget that gets
spent or saved, and the decision maker is the one whose budget is being spent at that
moment, and it’s the two things that they’re not in control of – and don’t have responsibility
or budget for – that are impacted down the line.”
However, recent changes – particular climate emergency declarations – have shifted the thinking
among some local authorities, and opened the door to new possibilities. The direction of travel
appears to be towards incorporating a broader set of factors into decision making.
“The battles I had to fight to get even pilot initiatives going – it was a nightmare. Local
government is very resistant to change. But this is now about systemic change across the
whole organisation. There’s no hiding now, we have leverage now, we have a mandate
[because the council has declared a climate change emergency]. I can say ‘we have to do
that’, because otherwise we won’t hit net zero. So instead of a few panels on a roof, we’re
now looking at whole solar farms.”
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Nature of projects funded by local authorities
Interview participants pointed to a range of different types of carbon neutral and energy efficiency
projects that they had supported. These included:








Insulation (e.g. loft insulation)
LED lighting
Solar panels
Heat pumps
Electric vehicle procurement
Electric vehicle charging points
Business audits – highlighting how businesses could reduce energy use

Projects were funded for domestic and commercial properties, and for properties owned by the local
authority. Some participants put a particular focus on improving the local authority’s own properties
so that the local authority could demonstrate leadership and act as a role model.
“We have to focus on our own organisation first – so we can be a role model. You can’t
expect citizens to switch cars [to hybrid / electric] etc, if we’re not doing it ourselves.”

There was a sense among some that many of the most straightforward options for reducing carbon
emissions had already been addressed, and it was now a case of tackling the more challenging
issues. This included looking at transport emissions, even for those authorities who do not have
responsibility for transport.
“As a borough authority we don’t have responsibility for transport. But we are setting up
electrical vehicle charging infrastructure. And the county council have published a wider
climate change strategy on county level, so there is room for collaboration between different
authorities.”

“We also manage the green infrastructure programme. It’s all about active travel. We’ve
installed bikeways, walkways, invest in the bus service, to give people lower carbon options
for the car. We have people turn up to meetings on Bromptons. So we’re walking the walk.”

Behaviour change
Current action by local authorities to address behaviour change was seen by some as negligible.
Others felt that addressing behaviour change was not realistic for local authorities.

“That’s often something that’s missing, people have a super-duper insulation scheme, but
they carry on using their heating at full pelt – they don’t adapt how they use the property at
all. From a carbon perspective there’s [therefore] no gain.”
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“You’ve got to ask yourself whose responsibility is it [behaviour change]? The contractor is
there to install the heating system. No disrespect to them, but their time is at a premium,
and explaining to someone that they need to do XYZ [behaviours] doesn’t fit. Social housing
providers can be better at it – people will explain new systems to a household. But often
households themselves – if they’ve had no heating for a few weeks – if the heating is now on,
then they’re not really interested in the benefits of [behaviour change].”

“You have no control over behaviour. It’s unmanageable, and this is a big influencer of
energy use. Therefore, you have to put in place limiting options, this is the only way. For
example, don’t have openable windows – [that way] people are then more likely to turn the
heating / temperature down.”
It is possible that evaluation approaches that involve beneficiaries directly in data collection may
also contribute to behaviour change. For example, if residents of homes where insulation has
recently been installed are asked to provide energy readings, then the practice of monitoring energy
use and the knowledge that the data is being examined by others may make them more conscious of
energy use on a day-to-day basis. (This is dependent on residents engaging with data collection,
which can be difficult – as discussed below).

An exception on behaviour change was with local businesses. One local authority conducted audits
of local businesses, which would lead to a report on how the business could reduce energy usage.
There was evidence from follow-up conversations that these reports did often lead to behaviour
change. The local authority might also contribute to costs for projects identified in the reports that
required upfront capital expenditure.

Benefits of carbon neutral and energy efficiency projects
Interview participants recognised a variety of benefits of carbon neutral and energy efficiency
programmes. As well as reductions in carbon emissions and cost savings, participants pointed to
health benefits (from warmer homes – particularly for poorer households and occupiers dealing with
respiratory or cardiovascular conditions – and reduced air pollution), economic benefits (through
installing the improvements) and well-being benefits (from improved thermal comfort, or reduced
anxiety about bills).

“Health and wealth are two sides of the same coin. It’s all the same stuff at a higher level.
Then add in air quality. Then we have jobs creation and all of that. There are all sorts of
angles to these things. Generally speaking, I have played chase the money, as otherwise you
don’t get anything done. At various times government has wanted to reduce fuel poverty or
emissions or particulate matter. Or has focused on determinants of health.”

“Insulation improves health, saves money, and from a local economy point of view, building
is one of the things you have to do locally – you can’t outsource it to China.”
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Health benefits
Despite recognition of the wider benefits, most projects are framed in terms of carbon savings and
cost savings. Health outcomes arising from energy efficiency projects appears to be the most
immediate and obvious set of outcomes to add to any evaluation framework. The health benefits of
these projects were well-recognised by the interviewees.

“We got money from GPs – they recognised the health benefits of keeping people warm”
“When healthy homes became a thing, I was pushing on an open door. I said we had to learn
the language of public health. We learned enough of it to get grants to do more good stuff.
Because it costs the same to the NHS to fix up a rich person as a poor person; they are
interested in everyone’s health. [And] people who spend most time in home [and therefore
benefit the most] are those who are most vulnerable – children, elderly people, disabled etc.”
“By and large it’s been about driving up the thermal comfort criteria of homes. And often
we’ve been focused on the low-income households.”
“We have concentrations of some of the poorest people in the country. If they are living in
the worst bits of private rented sector in leaky, mouldy old houses, and paying all of the little
money they have on heating it – it’s no good for them and no good for us… a decent home is
platform for much greater success in life.”

Thermal comfort from warm homes was the example most frequently cited – and probably the
example that is easiest to evaluate. Recent investment in electric vehicle infrastructure should also
improve health by reducing particulate matter, but this was seen as a benefit that will take longer to
materialise, and as much harder to measure.

Funding
Despite the broad recognition of the multiple benefits of carbon neutral and energy efficiency
projects, interview participants have generally not been able to get funding from other funders.
(Although there are exceptions, such as the participant quoted above who secured funding from
their CCG).
“On a broad-brush level everyone thinks improving homes is a good idea, but that someone
else should pay for it. It ticks someone else’s job role [so they should pay for it].”

“I love the NHS… but they are notoriously difficult to work with in many many ways. They’re
not short of cash but they won’t give it out.”

Current evaluation practice
Interview participants identified examples of good evaluation practice in local authority-managed
carbon neutral and energy efficiency programmes. However, the overall sense was that evaluation
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was often fairly simplistic, focused on justifying actions rather than learning lessons or improving
design and decision making.

The main focus of evaluation in recent years has been calculating carbon reduction (and sometimes
monetising the reduction) and calculating cost savings for the household or organisation involved.
Some participants questioned the accuracy of these calculations, partly because calculations are
based on the predicted change in energy use that arises from an intervention (such as LED lighting)
rather than the actual, realised change, and partly because calculations do not take account of
factors such as decarbonisation of the grid.

“It is very hard to get people to find and commit to measurable data which can then be used
to prove outcomes or not. Very often, the problem was that many projects, particularly in the
areas of energy innovation and carbon reduction … often the data was not available. The
intervention was not sub metred, so you fall back on generalities about life [cycle] of building
etc. No mechanism in place to measure whether the benefit was really delivered. Much of
that remains true, and it becomes truer the more you move away from more measurable
things [towards areas such as behaviour change].”

“We always used to talk about saving carbon emissions, which was often based on fairly
dodgy accounting. We’d say thing X saves this much carbon. But carbon intensity is falling
fairly rapidly, so we’re not saving that carbon. But we are reducing demand, so we need less
infrastructure and decarbonisation is easier.”

“I suppose – there’s always an element of guesswork… I don’t think local authorities hold the
detailed information in relation to fuel consumption. But they then go on to make
assumptions that if you do X the net result should be Y. But I think often that’s not the case…
I think there’s an assumption made that it will save carbon and energy. I’m not entirely sure
that always bears fruit”

Data on energy consumption
Data on energy consumption for council-owned buildings was generally seen as relatively
straightforward, although in larger premises it can be hard to attribute any changes to a particular
intervention without submetering of the energy supply. The same is true of commercial properties.

For domestic properties, it might be easier to attribute changes in energy use to larger interventions
(such as loft insulation). However, getting the data is hard – getting residents to report their meter
readings is not seen as realistic, and energy suppliers have – according to interviewees – not
generally been willing or able to share data.
“Not many people know how much fuel they use… they might know their direct debit
amount, but not how that relates to energy usage. Maybe with Smart Metres [it will be
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possible to track energy usage] – if they work as intended… If they [energy companies] are
mandated to provide it.”
“I think the organisation [the energy supplier] doesn’t want to share data with us. We do
have a good relationship with the local manager, but their customer service billing doesn’t let
him get the data.”

Measurement of ‘soft’ outcomes
Most interview participants had not been involved with projects where ‘soft outcomes’ (such as
changes in health and well-being) were measured – and some were uncertain about how realistic it
would be to get a significant number of responses to questionnaires. However, there were
exceptions: some participants gave examples of successfully obtaining feedback from residents.
“Yes we have done it sometimes. With Healthy Homes… we had before and after health
questionnaires, asking ‘do you worry less about your bills’ – or a less leading version of that
question. It involved a low-level depression indicator.”
“We do on occasion like to follow-up schemes by finding out what clients thought of the
scheme. It’s a paper questionnaire – sent to people – it covered very basic things like their
satisfaction with actual work and contractors, through to “how do you feel now”. Getting to
the physical or emotional things. So do they feel better, happier? The general feeling was –
they were very satisfied – and the majority of them felt better and warmer.”
“It’s often challenging – once something has happened it’s quite difficult to get people to
respond. We often send out customer satisfaction questionnaires, we religiously do it but we
might get back 30% – which is actually quite high. We’ve tried to modify them at times to get
more meaningful answers, but the more detail you go into [in the questionnaire] the less
likely people are to respond.”

Measurement and valuation of health outcomes
Some participants had experience of evaluation in the health sector – particularly in public health
and health economics. The sense was that the standard of evidence required to justify health
interventions was significantly higher than that typically used to evaluate energy efficiency
interventions. Some highlighted the use of Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) as a mechanism that
had some attraction and that had already been applied to the outcomes associated with warm
homes and clean air.
“When I looked into public health, I was immediately gobsmacked that we had to learn not
just the language of public health, but the discipline of public health. They live and breathe
data. So that’s when I first had to do real evaluation, where you actually cared what the
results were… The HIDEEM model79 – created by the London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine who were commissioned to look at energy efficiency measures. They looked at
QALYs – they gave figures saying installing a boiler gives X QALYs. It gave us something. It
might be fairly ropey, but it’s better than anything that came before it. Public Health as a
sector respects it – because it’s the School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. So we had that,
and we had the NICE [National Institute for Health and Care Excellence] guidance. What sold
79

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/energy-models/models/hideem
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it to public health was being able to say, ‘NICE say health interventions that cost £20 - £30k
per QALY are good [value for money]’. We now have a number on how many QALYs you get
from loft insulation / heating insulation. So we can justify these interventions, which cost
£10k per QALY. They’ll never be as cost effective as a polio vaccine shot, but always more
cost effective than end-of-life cancer treatment.”
“Health economics – I’ve not seen it on energy projects. I see it a lot in the health
environment when they’re deciding to make life-saving interventions for people, what the
cost-benefit is. I don’t see that level of detail in anything to do with energy. More a case of
‘we’ve done it [the energy saving measure], so the household should be doing it [saving
energy]’. Perhaps just doing evaluation by sending out questionnaires and telephone
interviews. My experience of QALYs is more about assessment on drugs and other
assessment.”
“QALYs – I think the approach would be quite welcomed. I think often we don’t look beyond
the primary reason – we say we’re doing it [energy saving intervention] because it will reduce
carbon or reduce their bills. But often there are wider benefits – if you improve their thermal
comfort in the home – they may become more engaged with neighbours – family members
may visit them more often; they’re not sitting there in a blanket covering them etc. But
people also feel more content with their home environment, more likely to engage with the
community. That fits with the loneliness and isolation work. Where that fits with home
energy intervention, not sure, but the thing about evaluation is that you’re trying to search
out the wider benefits.”

Social Return on Investment
Some participants had a good understanding of the SROI process. Regardless of pre-existing
knowledge, when the process was outlined to them, most participants thought that the approach
had merit and would be attractive. Most were at least cautiously optimistic.

Some believed that there was an opportunity for Stroud District Council to pilot an SROI approach,
which might help the approach to become more mainstream. This is partly because Stroud is seen as
a more environmentally focused and innovative local authority, and also because some thought such
approaches are easier in small local authorities with less bureaucracy. (Conversely, some
participants who worked in smaller local authorities felt that they were disadvantaged because of a
lack of resource).
“I think we’re moving to a stage that that [SROI] would be useful to us.”

“I see the challenge as coming up with evidence for [the wider benefits]. The whole point is
how you calculate the whole benefit. That’s where we could be challenged if we don’t have
the evidence for it.”

“I think it [SROI] is good. I’ve thought about doing the same – although in the past people
always looked at like I’m stupid [when suggesting it].”
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“Stroud is seen as quite green, quite environmental, an early adopter, ahead of the curve.
Will experiment with things.”
“Sometimes it’s easier in smaller local authorities. Larger LAs [local authorities] get bogged
down in bureaucracy and are risk averse.”

Some linked the SROI approach to other developments within local authority thinking, such as
doughnut economics and the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
“Another thing that would align with the SROI methodology is the UN SDGs [Sustainable
Development Goals]. That add extra weight. We’re all technically obliged to consider all of
the metrics that are connected with those goals. Could be an added way to demonstrate that
the approach is really robust, and that you’re doing something pioneering.”
“[Another local authority] are considering doing doughnut economics when considering
projects. We are looking at following their lead. So now we’re in a good place where we’re
considering the wider considerations of a project.”

Barriers to SROI
Despite the enthusiasm for SROI, participants highlighted a range of perceived barriers to high
quality evaluation in general, and to SROI in particular, that would need to be considered when
developing an SROI evaluation plan. These are summarised in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Perceived barriers to SROI
Barriers to success of SROI


A focus on the bottom line within local authorities



The ‘Project’ based nature of the funding



The level of resources available to local authorities



The challenge of data collection



Variations in reporting requirements
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For most local authority decision makers, the bottom line is ultimately the most important factor.
This is particularly true when much of the value (financial, economic, social or environment) is not
accrued until many years into the future
“Also, often things come back to bottom line, like a cost-benefit analysis, when the Finance
team/people get involved, they are looking at capital cost vs long-term payoff.”
“The LA will make a business case in a particular way compared to a person buying a home
or a business. That’s really important. e.g. we’ve had tentative look at investing in a solar
farm. The payback of our investment, for an organisation like us that has no head room in
capital or ability to borrow. The payback period doesn’t start for ten years. That doesn’t work
for an organisation like us. It does work for institutional fund, but not for us. So how do you
make metrics work to the business case architecture for various sectors. These are the
challenges they have to navigate.”

The ‘project’ based nature of the funding is seen as one of the biggest challenges. Teams move
straight from one project to another – often paid for out of a different funding stream, with different
requirements around monitoring. Conducting a thorough evaluation on the project that is ending
may delay the start of the new project.
“Generally, by the time you’ve finished one [project], you’re straight on to the other. So
unless monitoring is built in and you have to do it as condition of your funding, you’re quite
often so relieved that you’ve got one finished and you can get on to next pot [that you don’t
do any evaluation].”

“The reality was to get the things done that you needed to get done to get the money in. So
always doing project-based work. Often money you get is at the end of the tax year,
someone trying to tidy up accounts. So when it came to evaluation of project, your
evaluation is advocacy for more work. So evaluation was advocacy. You didn’t care about the
truth, you cared about enough information to do another project. Everyone wants success,
not failure. So unless you’re in academic research, nobody’s interested in that. The flip side is
that you’d have little meetings of people, where people quietly said, “we spent £2 million on
X, that was rubbish, don’t touch it”. But people never publish results saying, “that was
rubbish”. Evaluation wasn’t evaluation – it was advocacy. That’s how you got your funding to
do more.”

“The focus has always been on the delivery of schemes, and they might have committed to
doing some post-project analysis, but often that doesn’t happen. Often there are no resource
to do it, or the person working on bid has moved on. Or they lack expertise… With changes in
government, they all have new initiatives, and the project that you’re half-way through is old
news. ‘We’re not doing that now’ they’ll say. And we never really look back [and evaluate]. I
have read some interesting articles in peer reviewed journals… but [in local authorities] the
level of quality data post-project – I’m not convinced that there’s that much.”
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The level of resources available to local authorities was highlighted by some as a challenge, and
progress can be dependent on a small number of staff or even an individual. For some participants,
part of the challenge is changing the mentality among colleagues that this is something that is now
part of their remit. Likewise, progress can be driven by a particularly enthusiastic team member, and
if that person leaves then the progress and momentum can fizzle out.
“[We have] only 4.8 FTE working on these projects.”
“Getting people to have the mentality that “this is part of your role” is important.

The challenge of data collection was highlighted by several participants. This includes 1) the
challenge of collecting data from households – where the data itself is relatively straightforward and
reliable, but it depends on households (or the energy company) sharing the data, 2) the challenge of
collecting data from businesses and other organisations – where the data may be easy to access but
it can be hard to pinpoint the impact of an intervention without submetering, and 3) the challenge
of collecting data for wider projects such as electric vehicle charging or behaviour change, where
getting any data is seen as difficult and the analysis would rely on a range of assumptions.
“Also we find feedback [from domestic properties] can be a distortion as it’s often just people
who aren’t happy.”
“The difficulty of measuring it, trying to measure at anything other than a macro statistical
way… so you are asking decision makers to do what’s right and take a leap, and as a
justification in a detailed case, ‘do what’s right and take a leap’, doesn’t quite cut it.”
“Sometimes obtaining information from household is quite challenging. We might get
information back that is incomplete.”
“Always need more monitoring, more quantitative data, and quality data. Also need to find a
way of getting monitors back somehow – often they never return if you give them to an
occupier, you won’t see the monitoring equipment again!”

The variations in reporting requirements that were attached to funding pots, and the changing
requirements of project delivery and project reporting, was sometimes seen as a challenge. Some
funding pots may require (and fund) evaluation, while others do not. When evaluation is required,
variations in focus, methodology and metrics may mean that it is hard to apply a consistent
approach to different projects.
“Sometimes the reporting requirements go into quite a lot of detail – which can be
counterproductive. For the amount of reporting that was expected – well we certainly hadn’t
budgeted for that level of reporting.”
“The details of how schemes are meant to run change incredibly quickly. If we’re serious
about climate change – we can’t place silly restrictions on projects. Make them robust, long
lasting, and not complicated.”
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“We had some smaller schemes, through Heritage Lottery Fund, and they have been good to
us on some minor projects. They make us evaluate, so we had that pause at the end of a
programme which I’m quite envious of. But that’s your £100,000 pot. The larger, non-HLF
pots, they don’t.”

Most participants felt that the use of standardised approaches to elements of the SROI framework
would be helpful – partly to make individual analyses easier, and partly to improve the credibility of
the approaches. However, a model that does not allow for any tailoring to local circumstances could
be problematic for some – as well as falling outside of the SROI principles.
“Generally it’s good to have standardised approach. To me it becomes more transparent and
shows that although in short term it’s bigger investment, shows longer term effects.”

“A more successful here would be [county] specific bespoke model, but [given] the speed and
scale of the change we need to see for climate change, having a generic one might mean it
can be rolled out a lot faster. Then it’s up to individual places to edit that for their specific
thing… a lot of the generic advice is so city centric. Transport here [in a rural county] is going
to be a difficult nut to crack. Rural areas can get overlooked and forgot about. So solutions
needed here as much as cities.”

One participant spoke about how funding bids were often over ambitious about the amount of
benefit that would be achieved, which can reduce the motivation to evaluate when the project falls
short.
“Over-ambition on outcomes in bids [is a barrier]. And true outcomes are much less [than you
predicted]. So you’re reluctant to report that. So not necessarily that you’ve under delivered,
but you are over ambitious at the start.”
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Figure 4: Projects included in literature review
Projects reviewed


Home Energy Conservation Act: Greater Manchester 2017/18 – 18/19



Greater Manchester Green Deal Communities Scheme (GDC) 2014-16



Warm for Life Project (Norwich City Council and National Energy Action)



Green Homes Grant Scheme 2020



Energy Company Obligations (ECO) scheme



Nest Scheme (Wales) (Part of Warm Homes Scheme)



Cosy Homes Lancashire



Warmer Homes Scotland



Loft Insulation Grants Scotland - Energy Company Obligation (ECO) scheme



Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP)



Carbon Neutral Nottingham 2020 – 2028



Sheffield City Council - Free Insulation Scheme



Project Eric (Energy Resources for Integrated Communities), Oxford



Oxford City Council - Project LEO (Local Energy Oxfordshire)



RE:NEW - Energy Saving Trust



Kirklees Council - Kirklees Warm Zone



Park Homes Insulation Project



Insulate Hampshire



Aberdeenshire Council - Energy Efficiency Commitment (2006)



Norwich City Council Home Energy Conservation Report 2019 – 2021



Bath and North East Somerset Council Housing Assessment



West of England Carbon Reduction Requirement Study - Carbon Offsetting in the West of
England 2019



The Department for Communities and Local Government Empty Homes Community
Grants Programme Birmingham



Warm at Home Project – Sheffield



Salix Homes, New Barracks Estate Retrofit
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Figure 5: Interview participants
Local authorities involved
Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Cotswold District Council
City of Edinburgh Council
South Lakeland District Council
Dorset Council
Elmbridge Borough Council
South Gloucestershire Council
North Somerset Council (two interviews)
East Devon District Council
Durham County Council
Wakefield Council
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